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. The .Broadcasting· .Tests ·
OW that the tumult and the shouting have
· died away it might be as well to consider,
insofar as it is possible, when it must be
,
remembered that they are hardly over, what
has been the result and the effect of the
experimental wireless . broadcasting transmissions to
Australasia· .carried out by several American stations
during the earlier part of this month and the latter
part of the ·Jast.
BEFORE going any further, ·however, it should be
remembered that such conclusions as will be drawn
in this article will be based on more or less incomplete
data and, as such, will be, in effect, incomplete also.
AS far as those living in the eastern portion of Australasia- with the exception of New Zealand-are
concerned, results secured can only be regarded as un-

stations engaged in the transmissions. ]'or experimenters
who have exchanged two-way communication with England on low-power and to whom short-wave work is a
speciality, it is, to say the least of it, astonishing to
find that their nightly vigils remained unrewarded.
NO doubt the easterp. States amateurs will not neglect
· so excellent an opportunity to raise a subdued, but
none the less triumphant '' Oock-a-doodle-doo ! '' It is
to be hoped that they do ; there is nothing .more conducive to progress in a movement like wireless than 1;t
little healthy rivalry.
KDKA 's superb transmissions should have a very, very
far-reaching effect on wireless generally in this country. It will demonstrate to that largest section of the
radio community-the listeners-in-what they may expect in the near future from other stations-world-wide

QN PAGE 772 WILL BE FOUND CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS FOR THE MAKING OF A PORTABLE SET WHICH RECEIVES ENGLAND, WHILE ON PAGE 788 INSTRUCTIONS APPEAR
FOR BUILDING THE SUPER-SONIC HETERODYNE.
OTHER FEATURES OF THIS ISSUE -INCLUDE AN ARTICLE CONTAINING INFORlVIATION FOR
THE CONSTRVCTING OF A GROUND CONNECTION THAT WILL CONSIDERABLY IMPROVE
THE DX RECEPTION OF EXPERilVIENTERS, AND ALSO THE "STORY" OF THE RECENT
TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY WIRELESS, TOGETHER WITH REPRODUCTIONS OF
SOME OF THE ACTUAL PICTURES "RADIO-ED" IN THIS MANNER.
!~

qualifiedly successful. For example, reports ' have come • ·.
to hand that at least one, and oftimes more, of the
stations broadcasting were heard on single-valve sets,
with those receivers employing an indoor frame aerial
and, in several instances, that items came in strongly
enough to actuate loud-speakers- no mean feat over a
distance of, in one case, some ten thousand miles, when
it is remembered that the average listener-in's set consists, on the average, but of two valves. Music, Morse
and speech were all equally distinct, and the only barrier affecting perfect reception seems to have been the
eternal ''static.'' As soon as the atmospherics g'ave an
opportunity, it was only a matter of sitting back at
ease and taking what the American broadcast gods had
sent.
AT the time of writing the most incomprehe~sible
feature of the tests is the apparent . failure . of the
New Zealanders to log any of the several ·U11iteu States ·

broadcasting. There is something more spectacular,
appealing more to the public mind, in the transmission
of actual speech and music over many thousands of
miles than there is in the similar handling of Morse
code messages. It fires the imagination more furi0usly.
With the public's enthusiasm aroused, it would not be
long before Australia would be experiencing that flood
of prosperous popularity which wireless is enjoying in
Europe a:r;id America to-day.

AS

far as experiments go, it but further endorses the
words and deeds of Senatore Marconi ·in connection
with his famous communication feats.

WHETHER ~ stralian broadcasting stations will be
influenced to any practical extent by the suc:cess of
KDKA is problematical. · Yet there is no reason why
Australian broadcast stations should not transmit halfway round the world any more than American stations.
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A Portable Set ' that Receives England
By Joseph G. Reed.
EXPERIMENTAL work, when confined in its activities to one station,
is apt to make the owner judge the
results obtained by other experimenters· in accordance with the conditions
obtaining at his station, with the result that he cannot fully appreciate
the advantages or disadvantages
under which the others work. Very
useful relative information can be obtained by taking a receiver from one
station to another during visits to brother experimenters.
.
The standard receiver used in an
experimental station is rather a bulky
affair when it comes to carrying it
about from place to place, and as · the
writer often has to carry out tests at
points at a considerable distance from
/Lis home-station, a really portable re-

ceiver becam~ an urgent necessity.
This receiver had to be capable of
covering all waves from 25 to 25,000
metres, and to function consistently
over the whole wave range, regardless
of the aerial to which it was connected.
The extreme wave range mentioned
above made it impossible to use the
conventional vario-coupler or other
form of single layer inductance in the
tuning unit, so it was decided to use
the standard three-coil honeycomb coil
mounting · and employ honeycombcoils for all wa:ves above 250 metres,
and specially wound spiderweb coils
for the waves down to 25 metres.
When · choosing the coil mounting,
be sure and get a good one, for in

addition to the better electrical properties it will undergo a fair amount
of rough handling during use. One
with a vernier control on the movable sockets should be chosen, for
some very close manipulaton is required on the shorter wave-lengths.
The case for the receiver illustrated
in Fig. 1 was specially made for the
job, and has internal division for partitioning off the space for the filament
lighting battery and the radio gear.
Its dimensions are 13½in. x S½in. x
7½n., with a lid 2in. deep ( external
dimensions).
The internal sections
are 9in. x 7½in. and 7½in. x 2¾in. for
the radio gear and batteries respectively. It is not essential that a carrying case be made specially for the
job, as an ordinary handbag or small

1

Fig. 1.-As the Two-valve Portable Receiver describe,.:! in this article appears when completed. External dimensions are :
131in. x 81in. x 71in., with the lid 2in. deep. The interior sections measure: 9in. x 71in. and 71in. x 2lin.
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suit-case can be made to serve the . lengths, where it is of so high a value
as to prevent the. circuit from oscillatpurpose quite as well.
As this receiver had to be capable , ing. Another reason why the " Pl"
of giving a reliable service under all connection was rejected was on the
conditions a complicated or freak cir- score of its non-selectivity.
With the receiver described in this
cuit was out of the question, and the
standard three-coil inductively coup- article the writer has reproduced 2BL
led regenerative connection with one on a loud-speaker without interferstage of audio amplification was em- ence when it was connected to a 200
feet aerial barely 100 feet away from
ployed.
For real work, where results are re- that used by 2FC, when the latter was
q1tired instead of a perpetual fiddling broadcasting with an aerial current
No special
with controls, this circuit cannot be of nearly 25 amperes.
wave traps were used on this test,
beaten.
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apparatus, with the exception of the
three-coil honeycomb coil holder, is
mounted as a removable unit between
the main panel and the baseboard
which is connected to the former by
means of four brass rods. When the
writer set out to construct this receiver, all the apparatus was mobilised and a full scale drawing plan,
front and end-elevation was made to
fit everything in its place. When "it
was completed, a full scale template
on thin paper was made of the top
panel, showing the exact location of

Fig. 2.-Front-interior . view of .the Receiver. Petai.1s, . from left to right, are as .follow: Aerial, Earth,
Primary, Secondary and. Re-actance Termioals . .B.a ck~left, Detector Valve.
Centre left, Aerial Tuning
Condenser · and , Series Para.Iler Sw,itch. .Centre, Vernier for Secondary Condenser, Filamen.t Rheostat.
Right, ·Amplifier VaJve . (not visible); Secondai:y Tuni.ng ·,Conden$er; Filament and Telephone Switching
Control .for Dete,;:tor a.n.d Amplifying Valves.; Battery Termins1ls (see Fig. 3). Centre-foreground, Telephone
·
Transformer..
·

. It might be thought that in the in- merely the natural selective .p roper- all holes for condensers, rheostats,
teresfa · of portability and simplicity ties of circuits ·with very .low losses valves and terminals.
A piece of
. a single circuit or ''Pl" connection and damping in the receiver.
ebonite was cut to this size with the
If . broadcast . listeners
wouid . edges trimmed square, so as to fit
would .have been . employed, but, as
previously stated, the receiver had to only make this change in their· re- snugly into the section provided for
be capable of operation when connect- • ceivers, the complaints regarding in- the radio apparatus ih the case.
ed to all classes of aerials. Very often terference from experimental stations
CONSTRUCTION.
removed from the broadcasting
when using a temporary aerial the
Attach
the
template to the ebonite
wave-lengths
·would
be
no
longer
earth resistance is very high, and, as
with a few light touches of seccotine
this would be in the main oscillatory heard.
Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, it will and centre-punch all places where
circuit of a Pl connection, a condition
might arise, especially on low wave- be seen that the whole of the radio holes have to be drilled. The oval-

_far
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shaped holes for the valves were cut
out by the aid of a fret-saw using
coarse blades because the usual finetoothed variety soon became blunt
and choked up with ebonite dust.
If the panel is to be finished with
a high polish, do all the drilling and
filing to size when the material is in
its rough state, because during the
handling when on the workshop bench
the surface receives innumerable
small scratches which will mar the
surface, if polished beforehand.

but three-quarters of an inch narrower to , allow it to pass by the two
ledges provided on the inside of the
carrying case upon which the radio
unit rests and is screwed for stability
in carrying. These two ledges are
screwed on the inside of the case one
quarter of an inch down from the top
or whatever is the thickness of the
panel employed.
Do not allow the
radio unit to simply rest on the bottom of the case, as it will shake about
during transportation, and, in addi-
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appropriately-drilled holes in the
panel and baseboard. Stain the baseboard black with a mixture of "nigrosine'' dye dissolved in weak shellac.' '
Two condensers are used for tuning purposes, one for the primary
and one for the secondary circuits.
The former is an ordinary 0.001
microfarad pattern, commonly known
as the "moulded mud" variety. It
should be fitted with a pigtail connection between the rotary plates and the
terminal on the end-plate.
When

Fig. 3.-Rear-interior v iew of the Receiver. Details not particularised in Fig. 2 are as follow: Topcentre, Bias Battery Terminal. Centre, Inter-valve Transformer. Left, Amplifier Valve. Across the
Primary of the Inter-valve Transformer is . the .001 Condenser.
Right, between Transformer
and Detec.tor Valve, Fixed Grid-leak Mounting. Battery Terminals, from left to right :Positive High Tension Detector and Positive High Tension Amplifier; Telephone Terminals and
Filament Terminals, the negative being common for the High Tension and Bias.
The holes visible
between the Condenser, Vernier and Grid Leak Terminal are for the Variohm Grid Leak Mounting
(not installed) .

A rough try-out of the components tion, there are likely to be irregulariwhich have to be mounted ori and ties which will make the top of the
under the panel should be made be- panel stand crooked with the top of
fore the final polishing, so that any the case.
small corrections can be made. When . For the supportng legs between the
polished, wrap the panel up in a sheet panel and the base cut four pieces
of paper and place it aside until the of quarter inch brass rod and at each
other parts are completed.
end d)rill and tap an eighth inch
The distance between the top panel whitworth thread to a depth of about
and the baseboard of the removable half an inch. These legs are held in
unit is four inches.
The latter is position by means of one eighth-inch
made the same length as the top panel brass machine screws passing through

using the condenser for the reception
of long wave-lengths, the advantages
of this pigtail connection are not very
noticeable, but when the ultra high
frequencies employed in modern experimental work are encounter ed the
slightest introduction of irregular
contact will ·cause the most t errible
scratching noises in the receivers.
This precaution regarding flexible
connection to the moving plates ap·
plies with · evep. more force to the
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condenser in the secondary circuit. In
fact, it is almost impossible to carry
out the reception of faint signals for
there will be a continuous rustling
noise all the time that the plates are
being moved in the attempt to tune
in the wanted station.
The secondary should be of the
'' Low Loss ' ' type, mainly owing to
the robust construction employed in
this type of condenser. Much misleading information has been written
regarding these low loss components,
and, although they are all that the
makers claim them to be as regards
low loss, etc., when a condenser is employed in circuits carrying currents
of high frequency, the only factor of
any importance is the ohmic resistance of the plates and the leads used
for connection thereto. All the data
regarding the effective resistance at .
1,000 cycles is so much bunk as far
as practical radio engineering is concerned, for this factor varies inversely
as the frequency. Even with a condenser having an effective resistance
value as high as 1,000 ohms at 1,000
cycles, this value drops to about one
ohm· at 1,000,000 cycles ( equivaler
to 300 metres) and proportionally
less for the higher frequencies. When
the high resistances encountered in
the inductances and other part of the
circuits are considered, it will be seen
that it is a waste of time and money
to go to elaborate precautions to save
a fraction of an ohm in the condenser
when they are encourag1ed .· by •the,
''haywire'' methods of construction
employed in the orthodox ' ' low loss''
i11ductance coil.
While on the subject of inductances
it will be of interest and benefit to
constructors to explode at least one
of the pet superstitions regarding the
construction of windings for use in
very high frequency circuits. In experimental circles the assertion is often heard that absolutely no "dope"
whatever should be used on the insulation of the wire, as such would so
increase the effective resistance due
to hysterisis losses in the distributed
capacity, that the coils, figuratively
speaking, would turn up their toes
and die. It is recommended that the
plain, double cotton insulation only
be employed between turns, as its
dielectric constant is very close to
that of air. Cotton has the property
of being slightly hygroscopic, and in
humid weather will absorb water
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vapour from the atmosphere to such
an extent that the losses caused bv
inter-turn leakage become so high ;s
to make all the others seem small in
comparison.
This can be absolutely
prevented by boiling the wire in paraffin wax before winding the coils.
This treatment drives out the natural
moisture and fills the pores of the
cotton with an insulating material of
low, specific inductive capacity and
very high insulation resistance.
In
fact, the writer has used ordinary
waxed double cotton and rubber-covered bell wire with excellent results
on an inductance used for the reception of waves as low as 35 metrescorresponding to nearly 9,000,000
eycles per second.
The valves in the receiver under
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perimental market to-day. If a study
of the characteristic curves of valves
is made and the change in plate current with respect to grid volts noted,
an excellent relative idea of the amThe
plification can be obtained.
higher this factor the greater the amplification and conversely the lower
this value, the better the valve will
function as a detector.
If it is not desired to use this make
of valve (DER), because of its high
filament consumption the
DE3,
UV199, AW A33 or AWA99 will be
found to function quite as well. The
valve sockets should be mounted on
sponge rubber sub-bases to absorb mechanical vibration which would otherwise cause annoying microphonic
ringing noises, owing to the fact that

KT

11-,

L-.---------·

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram, showing · details for the Serie·s-Parallel ·
and Detector Amplifier Swi,t ch.

discussion were picked with regard to
the service which they would have
to render in use. There are no valves
on the market which function efficiently for all purposes of reception
and amplification. The saying, ''Jack
of ·all trades and master of none''
holds true here, as elsewhere. A valve
which has a characteristic rendering
it an excellent amplifier will function
anyways but satisfactorily as a detector. Such valves when employed in
regenerative circuits re-act very
harshly when regeneration is employed. They jump suddenly into oscillation without passing through that
period of gradual regeneration which
distinguishes any good detector.
The writer chose for his detector a
Marconi DER valve, which operates
with a filament current of 0.35 amps
at 1.6 or 1.8 volts. The detector is a
Radiotron UV201A, which is absolutely the best of its kind on the ex-

the temperature at which the filaments of dull emitter burn is so low
a value that the tungsten retains all
its mechap.ical properties of vibration.
· Mount the valves on the base of the
radio unit, and directly under the
centre of the space cut in the top
panel. Filament control is provided
for the detector only, and consists of
a 30-ohm rheostat when using a fourvolt filament battery. If one of the
60 m/a type valves is used an additional resistance must be used for
they function most satisfactorily
when they are operated below the normal rating. For this extra resistance
one of the 20-ohm adjustable units sold
for adding to 10-ohm rheostats should
be used. The amplifier valve can be
operated direct from the four-volt accumulator. In fact, the writer-in
another receiver-uses a fixed resistance of two ohms in series with the
filament, thereby reducing the ter-
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minal voltage to approx. 3.6. Under
these conditions the valve works excellently and will operate a small
loud-speaker quite well
The switching on and off of the
filaments is controlled by means of
the right-hand "Federal" switching
key. When the knob is thrown to the
left the detector only is energised and
the telephone circuit is connected to
the detector plate circuit.
In the
centre position, everything is ''off,''
and when thrown to the right, both
the detector and audio filaments are
switched on and the telephones are
connected into the plate circuit of
the audio amplifier. The plate potential on the detector can be varied, irrespective of that on the amplifier,
thereby allowing both circuits to be
supplied with a voltage most suited to
their requirements.
The similar-type key on the left is
a series-parallel switch for the primary condenser and, in addition to
this function, it allows a small fixed
condenser to be switched in parallel
with the secondary condenser. The
reason for this special connection is
that very often when calling a station
and expecting a reply on, say, 85
metres, the wanted station has come
back on a much higher wave, and
could not be tuned in with the 0.0005
microfarad condenser available. The
coils used by the writer for the short
wave experimental stations cover from
about 50 to 150 metres with a 0.0005
m.f. condenser, and the addition of
a fixed condenser of 0.0003 microfarads allows the range to be increased to 190 metres for quick search
woirk. Tlie springs ,of the :switch
must be bent from their normal position to allow of the switch functioning
in its centre position. "When thrown
to the left the primary condenser is
placed in series with the primary inductance. In the centre it is connected in parallel, and when thrown
to the right in addition to the parallel
primary connection, the small, fixed
condenser is switched across the secondary inductance.
For coupling the valves an ' ' Amertran ' ' transformer is used.
Any
good make can be used, however. The
grid condenser is a Dubilier type,
601 0.0005 microfarad pattern, with a
leak resistance of two megohms. The
type 600 with clips for the grid leak
resistance makes a much neater job.
Across the primary of the inter-valve
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transformer is connected a Dubilier,
0.001 microfarad condenser, to pro. vide a low impedance path for the
radio frequency component of the detector plate circuit.
~~ third condenser of as high a value as possible
is connected across . the high tension
supply to the detector valve.
The
writer uses a 0.005 m.f . Dubilier to
provide a direct path for the radio
frequency currents instead of allowing them to wander around through
the high tension battery.
In the receiver illustrated, as in all
receivers mad~ by the writer, a one
to one ratio telephone transformer is
used to protect the windings of the
telephone receivers from the injurious
effect of the steady plate current.
The main details of this transformer are :-Core, lin. diameter, 4in.
long. Primary winding, 10,000 turns
of No. 40 B & S Beldenamel; and Secondary, 10,000 turns of No. 36 B & S
Beldenamel. The bobbin can be built
up from a tube and two end-discs or
turned out from a Beldenamel wire
spool in a lathe. The terminal in the
centre of the section between the two
valve holes is for the negative of the
audio bias battery. The only reason
for it being placed in this position was
that it could not be found elsewhere,
owing to all available room being
taken up on each side by terminals
connecting to other circuits. In place
of the fixed .grid leak resistance, one
such as the ' ' V ariohm '' can be used
and mounted in the space between the
filament resistance and the negative
grid bias terminal. With the valve
the writer is using for a detector such
a refinement has not been found necessary, but with some makes of valves
better results are often obtained by
having this component under fine control. If variable grid leak resistance
is used be sure and use a good one,
such as the "Bradleyleak," "Variohm. '' or '' W atmel. '' The type depending upon a rubbing contact are a
never-ending source of trouble.
The honeycomb coil mounting is a
separate unit and is screwed to the
left hand outside of the case, with
flexible leads connecting to the corresponding circuit terminals on the
radio unit. This is preferable to placing the mounting on the radio panel
for it allows the lid to be closed to
keep out dust without removing the
coils, as well as giving them more
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room in which to move-especially the
1,500 turn coils for long wave stations.
In the right hand partition is the
filament lighting battery consisting of
two "Exide" type DY4, non-spillable
accumulators connected in series to
give a supply of four volts.
These
cells fit nicely into the space allowed.
Their capacity is 13 amp. hours continuous rating, and the cost is in the
neighbourhood of 30/- each.
If the receiver is designed to use
0.06 m/ a type valves for detector and
amplifier the construction can be
cheapened considerably by using a
large ever-ready type 127 flas hlight
cell. A second battery is contained
in the partition for the grid bias, and
consists of a single, small Diamond
Navy type dry cell. This is not visible in the photographs, as it is only
a few inches in height and is hidden
from view. The high tension battery
is carried separately along with the
supply of tuning inductances, telephone r eceivers and spares, such as
light coil of aerial wire and two bullnose insulators for field work.
Regardin g t he tuning in ductances
r eauired to cover a range of 40 to
20,000 metr es, t he writer uses the following:Primary
ReSecondary
R ange. (0 .001 m .f.) (0.0005 m.f.) action.
40-120 m
10 s.w .
10 s .w .
10 s.w.
100-306
25 h .~
25 s .w .
25 s.w.
250-500
35 h .c.
25 h.c.
50 h .c.
500-lQ00
75 h .c.
50 h.c.
100 h.c.
1000-2000
150 h .c.
100 h.c.
200 h .c.
750 h.c.
8000-20.000 1250 h.c.
1600 h. c.
s .w . : Grodan Spiderweb Formers.
h .c.: Honeycomb Coils.

Coils for wave-lengths between 200@
and 8000 were not found necessary,
as there is not much interesting work
going on in that band, but if it is desired to be explored the coils necessary can be interpolated from the
above table.
Using an aerial only 20 feet high
and 100 feet long, the writer has no
difficulty whatever in picking up American experimental stations, even as
far as the East Coast of U.S.A. , while
in the other direction two English experimenters have been logged (g2NM
and g2OD) , as well as the short-wave
transmitters at g2YT, POZ, K ET and
NKF.
In conclusion, the writer will be
only too pleased to help experimenters
along the lines covered in this article,
if a letter be addressed, "C/o. the
Editor, Radio, 97 Clarence Street,
Sydney.' '
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The ·American Broadcast Transmissions
INCE the last issue of Radio

in Australia and New Zealand appeared on .the
news-stands w i r e 1 e s s
broadcasting has seen another triumph-the transmission of
music, speech and Morse from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, United States of
America, and its successful reception
in Australasia. Programmes were
transmitted from KDKA, the Westinghouse Electric Company's station
on several evenings and were heard
at Ballarat, Sydney, Perth, Newcastle, Melbourne, Brisbane, Rabaul,
and, no doubt, many other points, reports from which, at the time of writing, have not yet come to hand.
A remarkable occurrence as a
whole, those circumstances which surrounded it are no less so when a few
of them are held in mind. Many listeners-in experienced no difficulty in
hearing the transmissions on a onevalve receiver; numerous others enjoyed the items per medium of their
loud-speakers; others, again, received
the signals on indoor aerials, while
KDKA itself transmitted on a wavelength of 63 metres, something in the
way of an innovation for Australian
broadcast listeners. KDKA has, of
course, been heard by Australian experimenters on several previous occa-sions, but never before has there been
known before such regular and consistent reception of an American
broadcasting station situated some
10,000 miles away.
I
Of the beneficial affect of such a
performance upon Wireless generally
in this country there can be no doubt.
It will tend to add considerably to
that strong impetus which the science
and means of recreation has already
secured in Australia for, as an example, when it is realised by owners
of crystal receivers who hitherto in
their most sanguine moments only expected to receive over distances of, at
most, a score of miles, can through
the simplicity of relay transmission,
reach out · to the other side of the
American continent, their enthusiasm
will know no bounds;
That this system of relay can be
carried out most satisfactorily has, as
most people know been conclusively
proved in other parts of the world

while, to come nearer home, on one
evening, at least, of the recent tests
a Sydney amateur by placing his
loud-speaker-on which were coming
through the Pittsburg items-in front
of his telephone connected to a Sydney broadcasting station enabled the
latter to re-broadcast the items for
the entertainment of many who, in all
probability would have been unable
to listen in to America.
Below we give the reports and comments of the transmissions made by

Mr. C. D. Maclurcan.

several prominent Sydney amateurs
and also the results secured by engineers of Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd., who also listened-in to
KDKA 's programmes.
MR. C. D. MACL.1,JRCAN'S (2CM)
REPORT.

OWING to my absence from Strath:field I was unable to follow
KDKA 's test, with the exception of
Saturday night, when I took a set
to Collaroy and "borrowed" Mr. F .
V. Hilliard's small 20ft. aerial. I
am therefore unable to say how Saturday's transmission compared with
that of previous nights.

I had heard KDKA on 98 metres
some months before both in Sydney
and on the s.s. Tahiti in N.Z., and I
can certainly say he was very much
louder on Saturday using the 63
metre wavelength, though I am unaware of the actual power used on
each occasion.
Practically the whole of the programme was heard, sometimes very
loudly. Although static was bad it
did not cause serious interference
owing, no doubt to the small size
of the aerial used, and the very loose
coupling employed between the aerial
and the secondary tuning coils. Mr.
Elder 's voice was not nearly as clear
as the announcer's, and at times the
modulation had the same "mushy"
quality that I have previously noted
with KDKA 's 98 metre transmissions.
Portions of the message were dictated to a stenographer and, obviously, during the dictation, my voice
effectively drowned the _words immediately following.
I give the result below-for what
it is worth. A marshmallow for the
one who can fill in the missing
words:''Westinghouse Station KDKA
broadcasting from Pittsburg for Mel~
bourne ' Herald' . . . Mr. McKenzie
Elder, Trade Commissioner for Australia in the United States. . . .In
the accomplishment of this wonderful
feat 10,000 miles .. . privilege that
they have afforded me . . . As I
travelled through New York the
scenery was very beautiful ... snow
. . . made of crystal.
'It won't be many years till we
are asking one another . . . it was
not very long ago that I remember
... for the last 50 years . .. America
by wireless. It will soon be possible
to speak from New York . . . the
· hands of the English-speaking people
. . . In the unison of friendship on
earth . . . The feeling for America
is a most interesting one ... development of friendship between the two
countries . . . must realise the message I am trying to convey . . . from
a spiritual point of view . .. different
generations have .. . most of them
have tried hard to make money and
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settle down ... the nation looks upon
it as a :sacred duty . . . was careful
and ambitious ... and after most of
his struggle he became very rich ...
Professors, and instructors of workmen . . . his ministers and his . . . ''
The receiving set ·u sed w:as my
usual low-wave two-valve "affair"
employing the standard three-coil circuit, and constructed on the so-called
low-loss principle. The coils cover a
range of from 22 to 75 metres. The
detector valve was a Phillips D4

Mr. R.

(shortly to be replaced by a QX),
and the audio valve doesn't matter,
anyway!
MR. R. C. MARSDEN'S (2JM) REPORT.

The first intimation that I had that
speech was being modulated on 63
metres between KDKA and Australia
was quite by accident.
One night while listening-in on the
low wave-length bands, I heard
snatches of short tests which emanated from KDKA. Naturally, the in-

formation was kept secret for obvious
reasons-one has only got to mention
the fact that a test is on, and our
friends with regenerative receivers
absolutely spoil reception.
KDKA during the whole week of
testing was extremely steady, fading
being practically unknown. Depth of
modulation appeared at this end to be
fairly large.
The quaTity varied
considerably.
The receiver used (2JM) was an
ordinary low loss type employing one
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KDKA to receive and relay 2LO,
which in turn could be received and
relayed locally. This type of broadcasting will tend to whet the public's
appetite for super-broadcasting.
It is gratifying to know that many
of Sydney's amateurs were the first,
together with myself, to receive this
short-wave telephony.
It goes to
prove that the much-maligned experimenter is always alive to the latest
developments in short-wave reception
-not forgetting some of the wonderful short-wave transmissions carried
out by them recently.

Mr. F. W. Larkins, of Amalgamat-·
ed Wireless (A/sia.) Limited, reports
that several of the company's engineers, both in Sydney and Melbourne,
received the transmissions 'of both
speech and music.
The atmospheric conditions were,
however, very bad, and only intermittent phrases of the speech of the Australian Commissioner of the United
States could be understood.
These,
however, were very distinct and were
reproduced at loud-speaker strength
on two valves. A deal of interference
to reception was caused by the radiation from near-by amateur receiving
sets adjusted to KDKA's wave-length.
Better reception was attained earlier
in the week, especially in Melbourne.
There is little doubt that the success that has attended the transmission and reception of these messages
over a distance of nearly 11,000 miles,
marks a distinct stage in the sphere
of short-wave wireless telephony, and
serves to confirm the conclusions that
have been arrived at by Marconi in
his experiments with short waves.
The successful reception of the
Pittsburgh messages marks a very
important stage in the history of AusC. Marsden.
tralian wireless, and in later years
will surely be regarded as a milestone
in our progress.
It is of interest to note that exdetector, and one audio. On the Sat~
urday night of the test one extra periments with short waves have been
audio was added to enable friends to conducted by Marconi during the last
eight years, culminating in the extrahear this station on loud-speaker.
This test transmission has undoubt- , ordinarily successful demonstrations
edly borne out the contention of many that have taken place during the last
that the short waves for telephony twelve months. The experiments carwill be the coming thing.
ried out by Marconi in October of
In conclusion it is hoped that this last year, when messages were transwill be the fore-runner of inter- mitted from Poldhu and received in
national broadcasting. It will be a New York, Buenos Ayres, and Sydgreat thing for this country if it were ney, were carried out on a 32-metre
possible, and no doubt · it is,. for wave-length with a power unit of only
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12 kilowatts, and when the whole of
the great circle track that separated
these places was exposed to daylight.
During a complete day transmission at fixed intervals was carried out
with Sydney and the station received
Poldhu signals for 23½ hours out of
the 24. The tests to places south of
the equator, such as Sydney, are particularly interesting as the waves
have to traverse what may be called a
'' summer zone.''
During November successful reception tests were also carried out in
England from Mr. E. T. Fisks's lowpower transmitting station in Sydney, and in these tests a wave-length
of 87 metres was utilised.
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hours' of daylight intervening. Taken
altogether, conditions were not favourable for a test from the United
States.
No listener in Wellington received
the concert. ''Aerial'' of the '' Dominion'' newspaper reported listening
on an eight-valve Super-heterodyne
receiver, but the only U.S. station
heard above the howling valves and
bad static was KGO.

Of the series of five broadcast tests
sent out by broadcasting stations
in the United States, the first two
were not heard in N.Z.

At Rangiora, near Christchurch,
two listeners stood by for the test
concert ; one using a detector and two
stages of audio and the other a neutrodyne set. Four Californian stations were heard, and one which signed off KOA, Central Colorado; but
nothing was heard of WEBH, although the wave-length was checked
with a wave-meter.
Stations heard
were :-3AB, 2YM, 1YA, 2BL, 2FC,
3LO and 6WF.
.
-

Many listeners in various parts of
the Dominion were standing by on
Jlanuary 14. Static was fair to strong
generally, with bad bursts occasionally; and at the beginning of the test
there was at least one and a half

The second test also brought negative results. An amateur in Rangiora again stood by on a receiver consisting of detector and two stages of
audio, with which the ether was
searched for two hours without re-

WIRELESS
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sult. Stations heard included KGO,
2FC, 3LO, 2BL and lYA.
An amateur in Christchurch also
stood by, with negative results. No
favourable reports were announced
from other centres.

DX CRYSTAL RECEPTION.
RECEPTION of 2YK, 3AQ, 2AQ,
and 1YA on a crystal receiver is
the feat accomplished by Master Newton, of Rangiora, near Christchurch,
. N.Z., whose successes . have all been
checked and confirmed. When Radio 4YA (Dunedin) was
· on the ' 'air'' this station was received regularly by Master Newton, and
since 4YA has ceased transmitting
the above stations have been heard
clearly. 1YA was the last capture.
.T he young experimenter attends
the Rangiora High School, the headmaster of which is a radio enthusiast.
The receiver is an ·ordinary crystal
set, and was constructed entirely by
its owner. The distance from Rangiora to 1YA, Auckland, is nearly 600
miles.

ACCESSORIES

FINEST POSSIBLE QUALITY AT LOWESt POSSIBLE PRICES.

.. . . .

:Burgin Electric Co., Ltd., have earned a reputation for the highest possible quality in Wireless
Accessories. Tt is in tlie. maintenance of this reputation, together with the lowest possible prices
for such high quality, that makes the Burgin Electric Company's name popular everywhere with
Wireless enthusiasts.
Rheostat, ordinary mounting 6 ohm
V. T. Socket Metal Composition
Cats~iskel' Brackets
No. 500 Series Parallel Switches
No; 400 Adjustable Lever Switch
No. 662 Y ernier Dial Control
Contact Stops, doz. . .
Lettered Binding Posts, each

3/3
3/3
1/2
1/9
1/4
1/9
10d.

5d.

Medium Metal Binding Posts, each
.. 3½d.
Medium Composition Binding Posts, each .. 4½d,
Indicating Binding Posts on Cards of 8 per
card
3/3
7 Special Mounted Indicating Binding Posts
on Bakelite Terminal Strip
5/6
Dials, :~in. 2/6, 3½in. 2/9, 4in.
3/6
No. 200 Switch Lever
1/-

Send for Burgin Electric Co. Ltd. Catalogue To-day.
Co·u ntry Orders Delivered Free of Charge.

..

BURGIN ELECTRIC

co.

LTD.

LICENSED WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS,

340 KENT ·STREET
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Round's Round Ground
Complete Directions for Constructing a Ground Connection that will
materially improve DX reception
By FERD HUMPHREYS.
Reprinted by courte&y' of ''Radio," Sa,n Francisco.

HERE is no part of a radio but also selectivity and freedom from
rese!v_in. g installation that interference. In the interest of secur· 1s given less thought than ing low loss operation we wind our
·
the ground connection. , tuning and coupling coils with heavy
Thjs is · probably because . wire to minimise resistance, we
most of us think -that one ground is construct our antenna of stranded
practically as good as another, rand wire and run a heavy wire from the
that when we , have connected a receiver to a clamp on the water pipe
}'lletal wire to a metal pipe for the same reason. But do we give
entering the earth, all is well. adequate thought to that part of our
Numerous .experiments, however, have receiving system supplied by Nature,

-
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Fig. 1.-Showing the relation of ,the earth electrode to the antenna
circuit. Note the uniform distribution of earth currents.

taught the /radio investigator ,that
there is a big difference between earth
connections; that there are so-called
grouil'ds and real grounds.
While an efficient earth connection
, is of perhaps greater importance to
transmission than to reception, due
to the considerably larger amount of
power handled, the value of an effective earth connection to reception
should not be under-estimated.
We have often heard that resist, ance is one of the greatest enemies to
low loss reception. Low loss reception not only means strong signals
, from distant, as well as local stations,

the earth beneath the antenna, and
to the connection thereto f In most
cases, we do not.
'Let us consider, for a moment, the
function of the ground and its relation to a receiver of any type. Aside
from being the common medium
which conductively binds together the
TEL. : OITY 4429

Charles D. Maclurcan
<.lONSULTING RADIO ENGrnEEP.
PRATTEN ' BUILDINGS,
26 JAJ\fIESON ST., SYDNEY.

t ransmitting and receiving stations,
the earth beneath the antenna constitutes a large and important part
of the antenna circuit. The antenna
circuit consists essentially of the antenna beginning at its outermost end,
the down-lead or lead-in, the antennareceiver coupling coil (primary coil
of vario-coupler), the ground wir e,
the earth electrode ( water pipe) an d
the earth for a considerable, area
under the antenna.
When the waves transmitted by a
radiocast station impinge on a receiving antenna, oscillating currents
are induced in the antenna circuit
which vary in intensity according to
the power of the transmitter and its
distance from the receiver, and according to the characteristics of the
circuit and the locality of the receiving st ation. Generally speaking, if
t he receiving, antenna is high, well
insulated and of low resistance, reception from the desired station will
be as good as the receiv:ing instruments can permit. We cannot control
the power of the radiocast station nor
its distance from us and we cannot always alter local operating conditions,
but we do often find it practicable to
improve conditions which lie within
our grasp. The ground is one of
these.
The most common type of ground
consists of the home water piping
system. Although connection · to the
water system affords a fair ground
because of the great buried length of
.water pipes, the system as an earth
electrode is generally inefficient. That
this is so is partially attributable to
the fact that in very few cases does
the water system lie under the anH ence,
t enna or anywhere near it.
the oscillating currents induced in the
earth beneath the antenna during reception or transmission, are compelled
to travel far from the earth dir ectly
beneath it, where they might efficiently converge at a suitable electrode to the nearest portion of the
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water system. To, put it another way,
we .might say that the earth currents
have to travel through too much earth
to :reach the electrode. Apart . .from
the above disadvantage, the area of
contract between the piping . system
and the earth,. in the region of the
antenna, is too small to permit of a
good electrical connection. Since the
conductivity of average soil is very
poor as compared to that of water
pipe, which is none too good, it is
obvious that the common ground just
discussed must have a resistance too
high to render it efficient.
Stuart Ballantine, a radio authority of recognized reliability, seems to
be of the opinion that the most ideal
earth electrode consists of a large
metal cylinder of suitable proportions, buried in the earth beneath the
antenna. The ground wire is made
fast to the cylinder in a special way
designed to give the best results. Such
ground has recently been re-described
by Capt. H. J. Round, and is referred to in some circles as '' Round 's
Round Ground. '' A better name
would perhaps be '' Common-sense
Ground,'' for it is older than radio
itself ·and was used by Fessenden as
early as 1910, and was also described
by the Germa'.n s prior to that time.'
In modern times it has received its
greatest support by the experiments
of D. ,John M. Miller, of the United
States Navy Radio Laboratory.
Being compelled by virtue of circumstances to install an effective
ground system for radio experimental
work, I was inspired to try the
"Common-sense Ground." It was decided to construct a galvanized-iron
electrode 10 feet in diameter by two
feet high, burying it one foot beneath the surface of the earth.
The antenna,- a five-wire cage, 60

feet long by 65 feet high, had already
been erected, .running east and west
over an addition to the house used
as the experimental laboratory. The
lead-in drops from the west end of
the antenna to a lead-in insulator in
the laboratory roof. Directly beneath
the antenna and lead-in and at a point
about 20 feet east of the west end

A, trench . three feet deep .was then
dug between the staked circles. This
work required the removal of about
90 cubic feet of earth.
· Upon -the completion of the trench
the construction of the cylinder was
undertaken. This was composed of
four pieces of l / 64in. galvanized-iron,
measuring eight feet by two feet.

Fig. 2.-1 nstallation of the earth electrode.

of the antenna, the centre of the
ground was located by driving c1
stake into the sod. With the aid of
a piece of string provided with loops
at the ends, a circular row of stakes
was driven about the centre stake
at a radius of 5-¼ feet. This was followed by an inn-er circle of stakes of
four f e;et radius. .1The) titakes de~
scribing each circle were spaced about
2½ feet apart and were finally encompassed by wrapping them with string.

The ends of the pieces were clinched
and riveted with copper rivet s. The
seams were not soldered. Four -¼in.
copper soldering lugs were then secured with brass bolts and solder to the
centres of the segments at the top
of the cylinder. The lugs were mounted sleeve-up in order t o facilitate
soldering the ground wires later. The
assembled electrode was n ext lowered
into the trench where it was formed
(Continu ed overleaf.)
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to a circle_ by packing a little earth
at its foot around the outer side of
the trench. The cylinder was then
buried to within six inches of its
top, care beiDg taken during the process to maintain its circular shape.
.At this point, attention should ·be
drawn to the difference of connection
existing between this ground and the
one described by Ballantine. His
ground wires are elevated above the
earth on a central supporting insulator, while their outer ends make contact with the top of the electrode
which is allowed to protrude above the
earth's surface. This is done to prevent concentration of the earth's currents on the ground wires. In view
of the unsightliness of such an arrangement and its liability to trip the
trespasser, the writer decided to sacrifice this detail by burying the
ground 'a. nd its connecting wires comIt was thought that what
pletely.
little current concentration might
result from this practice, could be
reduced by using heavily insulated
wire for connecting purposes. .Accordingly, two narrow trenches one
foot deep were dug to join the dia-
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metrically opposite lugs of the four
cylinder segments. .A third trench of
similar proportions was dug to accommodate the main ground wire, that
which joins the cylinder wires and
runs to the house. These trenches are
shown in Fig. 2.
Two 10½ ft. lengths of No. 8 braided rubber-covered copper wire were
then laid in the cross trenches and
their ends soldered into the lugs.
.About 5in. of insulation was removed
from these wires at their crossing
point followed by the removal of about
10 ins. of insulation ground end of the
main ground wire, which is of the
same gauge and insulation '.a s the
cross wires. The main wire was then
wrapped tightly about the cross wires
and soldered. Reveral layers of rubber and friction tape were added to
this union to exclude moisture and
to minimize current concentration at
this point. .A coat of asphaltum varnish was also applied to the joint and
to the lug connections to prevent corrosion, though this step was not really
necessary. .A porcelain tube was slipped over the main wire and taped in
place at the point where the wire

passes over the top or the cylinder.
This w_as done to guard the insulation
against rupture by pressure against
the sharp edge of th~ cylinder occasioned by the earth packing, etc. The
ground was co:mpleted by filling the
trenches and pounding .the loose soil
with the back of a spade.
Fig. 1 shows the relation of the
ground to the antenna. Here it is
obvious that a uniform distribution
of earth current is obtained over the
entire surface of the electrode, due to
its location within the field of the
antenna and to its shape and generous
surface. The current is drawn from
t he electrode by means of taps which
have been so arranged as to lower the
effective resistance of the galvanizediron. Location of the electrode within
the natural field of t he antenna has
the effect of shortening the average
distance to be travelled by the earth.
currents as against that of the water
system, thereby lowering the effective resistance of ·.t he earth to a minimum. .All things considered, it must
be admitted that theoretically this 1s
( Continned on page 798.)
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On July 4, 1924, the auxiliary ketch rigged ship, "Bill Jones" sailed from the
Great Lakes, Illinois, U . S. A. , bound for the South Sea Islands.
An important part of her equipment was a Zenith Radio set equipped with
Radian Panels and Parts. An experienced radio operator was taken along tci
carry on constant communication with amateurs in the United States, Canada,
Australasia and the Orient. It is planned to make the "Big Bill" the first intermediate relay point between the United States and Australian amateurs.
Long, careful consideration was given to tbe construction of this apparatus.
As proved in the set used by Dr. MacMilla·n in his recent Polar Expedition,
also equipped wtth Radian, panels and parts must be of the highest quality to
withstand extreme atmospheric conditions. That Radian Panels and Parts were
chosen for the "Big Bill" is another definite proof of their superiority.
Wr.ether for amateur or professional, Radian has proved to be supreme for
wireless insulation. Radian is made expressly for Radio work and excels any
other material in the four Radio essentials necessary to any set:
1, Low Angle Phase Difference
3. High Resistivity
2. Low Dielectric Constant
4. Low Absorption of Moisture
The tone and audibility of your set can be greatly improved by good insulation. Radion _will give much better results than any substitute at any price.
Radian is stamped on every panel and part-it is your guarantee of the best.
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---·
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DISTRIBUTORS

LIMITED

(Wholesale Only),

FROST - RADIO

72 CLARENCE STREET SYDNEY.
592 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE.

Plug and Jnrk.

And at Adelaide, Perth, Hobart, Brisbane, Wellingt on.

Me11tion "Radio" when eomnunicatl11g with Adnrtlsers.

, Bn.kelite Scckcte.
Sl)Onge rubber · c1tshlon, nonrnicrophonic.
Standa rd base
or C-299 UV199 type, Panel
or Table ·Mounting . . . . . 6/3
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2FC
BROADCASTING

TIMES.

Sydney llban Tim•.
CALL SIGN 2FC, SYDNEY,
Wave Length: 1100 metres.
Power : 5 kilowatts.
Midday Session:
12.55 The Chimes.. of 2FC.
12.58 Time . Signals from Farmeir's Master
Clock.
Farmers'
Market
reports,
1.0 Coastal

BROADCASTING TIMES.

BROADCASTING TIMES,
Melb,)urne Mean Time.
Wave Length: 1720 metres,

Westralian

Afternoon Session:

Early Evening 8es1!1n:

-J

Monday :
Tuesday:
WednestktY:

. Thnrsday:
Friday :

~undey:
Saturday:

8.0

Theritrical Items,
Lectures,
and instrumeHtal items. ·

THURSDAY NIGHT,

SATURDAY:

See list hereundPr.
8. 10,
Lecture :
8.45,
Wesfarmers' Orcheetrn .
8.10, Professional Conc-ert.
8.10, Theatre or Hall J:!roadcaeting.
8.10, Profeeoional Concert •
8.10.
Concert Evening and
Lecture.
7.20. Church SerYice.
8.Hi, Wesfarmers' Studio Orchestra.

Midday Session:
l 2.0 Tune in to Gramophone.
12. 5 Marke,t Reports of '.rhe
Farmers' Ltd.
12.10 News Service.
12.Hi Weather Report.
12.16 Gramophone and Pianola.
1.0 Time Signat
1.1 Close down.

Midday Session:
l~.55 Time Signals. "Argus" and "Herald' '
News S'en~ice, Renter's and the
Australian Press Association Cables.

Afternoon Session:
3. 15 Musical programme.
'"Herald" News Service. Results of
Races and other sporting
even ts
broadcasted imm:e·diately details re-

4.0

ceived.
Early Evening Session:
6.30 Children's
Houi; -

Westralian

Early Eveni:ig Session:
7.5 Tnne in to (}ramophone.
7;10 Rerltime Stories.
7. 4il Ma'rk~t Rf1ports.
7.57 Weather Report.

'E:velling ~Session:
·s.O . Time ' Si~nal. ,
8.2 News Cables: .
s.1a Wesfarm~rs' ,Studio orebeatra.

"'

Vocal

Carlyon'• (St. Kilda) Dance Orchestra.

SATUltDAY:

•,·.

6.30 Children's
Hour;
"Billy
Bunny"
Stories.
"Argus" and "Herald" News Service,
Reuter' s and the Australian Press
.A.ssocia tion Cables .

i.O

EVENING SESSION;
Entertainment.

8 .10 . l
to
f

. ''. I 'j

3.80 Musical programme.
4.45 "Argus" and "Herald" News Se•rvice.

Evening Session:

Tune in to Gramophone.
i.10 Bedtime Stories.
7.4ft Mnrket Report.
7.57 Weather Report.
S.O Time Si:rnal.
8.1 News Cables,
7 .5

NIGHT SESSION:
The Chimes of 2FC.
Musical Progrn=e.
'l"he evening entertainment broadcast
from Station 2FC is varied and include• Theatrical transmissions from
the Theatre Royal, Her Majesty's
Theatre, 'l'he Criterion Theatre, 'l"he
Palace rl'beatre, The Tivoli Theatre,
Haymaritet. 'l"b.eu tl."e and the Prince
Edward Theatre.
Jazz music provided by the '\\-"entwortll
Urcl.ieetra is alSO brG>adcast Uirect,
awl high-claSli musici.1.l euter tainments provided at the Studios or
2FC, in which, Sydney's leading
artiRts participate., are also features
of the programme.
SATURDAY : Midday, . early evening
and evenin~ sessions as on week
days, afternoon session as follows:The Chimes of 2Ji"C.
to 3.45: Late Sporting information.
Close down.
SUNDAY: No midday, afternoon or
e,arly e·v ening ses..sion.
Church Services -:from one of aeveral Churches,
commencing at hour .appoint~d for
Divine Service, according to
tl,.,
Church, and varied by some Sacred
Concert from the St-udip of !FC.
Close ·do,rn. · · · ·

AfterrloOn Session:

Early Evening Session:

3 .30 Tune in to Pianola.
3.35 l Special
programme,
comprising
to
} TalkF= , Gramophone, Pianola. Wee4.0 J tralinn Farmers' Studio Orchestra.
.f.l Clo1:1e do"'·n.

Early Evening Session:
6.RO The Chimes of 2FC.
6.33 Children'• Hour.
7.10 Dalgety's Market reports (wool, wheat,
stock) 1 fruit and vegetable markets;
late Stock Exchange information,
Weather News, Shippings News·, late
"Evooing
News"
news
service,
Renter's and Australian Press .Association cables.
7.20 Close down.

MO:i,"'IJAY TO FRIDAY :
Midday Session:
12.55 Time Signals~ "Argus-" and "Herald' '
N_e ws Service, Reuter's
and
the
Ai,Istralian Press Associn tion Cables.

\~
\
Gramophone and Pianola,
1.so I
1.31 Close down,

Educational Session:
3.0 The special Education Session, which
has been arranged by the .N .S. \\ .'
Department o! Education, will be
held on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednes<lays, and Thursdays of each
week.
Friday, Musical Pr9gramme
from 3 p.m, to 3.45 p,m,
3.3 The Chimes of 2FC.
3.50 Musical Programme.
Afternoon Stock Exchange inform~tion,
late Weather information, ''Evening
News'' afternoon news se.rvice.
4.9--· Close down.

10.0

3LO

Midday Session:
12.30 Tune in to · gramophone.
12.35 Market Ueports ot '£Lie
Farmen. Limited.
12.38 News Service.
12.42 Weather Reports.
12. 44 Gramophone Items.
1.0 'l'irue :Si~nal.

Australian Press Association cables,
"Evening News" midday news se•r vice.
1.30 Close ·down.

3.15
8.18
3.45

6WF
Perth Mean Time.
Wave Length: 1250 metreo.

Stock Exchange information, Weather information, "Sydney Morning
He:rald" news service, Reuter's an1l

7.55
8.0

February 18, 1925.

"Billy-

Bunny"

7.0

"..A.~1::!;~.
ari.d "Herald'·' News
Flnal Sporting Results.

8.0

Vocal and Instrumental Concerts.

Service,

SUNDAY,:.,
Afternoon Session:
3.0 Pleasa,it Sunday Afternoon Services
from Wesley · Ch:urcli.
Early Evening Session: ~.. ,
«.30 Chilrl.ren's
Hour;
"Billy , , Bunny"
~tori es.
7.0 Church SerVice.
Eveni.Rg Session:

8.30 Concerts from the Studio . ...

"RADIO"
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SENATORE MARCONI'S SHORT
WAVE EXPERIMENTS.
THE experiments with . Senatore
Marconi ,'s new system of shortwave wireless telegraphy, which he
recently described in his inaugural
lecture as· Chairman of the Council
of the Royal Society of Arts, have
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From the Prince of Wales :
'' His Royal Highness has heard
with great interest of the development of wireless between this country and South Africa.''
From the Colonial Secretary :
'' I gladly take an opportunity of
sending a message to South Africa

From Viscount Burnham:
'' With my visit to South Africa
freshly in mind, I a_m deeply interested by the successful experiments in short-wave wireless transmission between Englan<I. ; ·and
South Africa. · I feel we are on the
threshold of new and closer rela-

3AR

7ZL

2BL

BROADCASTING TIMES.

BROADCASTING Til\lES.

BROADCASTING TIMES.

Sydney Kean Time.
. Wan Lencth: 360 metre1.

Hobart Mean Time,

ltellteurne. llll:ean Time.
WaTe-lencth : 4'80 metres.

Wave Lengt h: 390 metres.

llilOND.AY TO SA'l"tr:&D.AY,

MONDAY TO SATURDAY.
Morning Session-11 to 12 Noon :

Konti:n.g Session:
11.0 Musical Items.
11.45 Weather Report, Stock lll:xchanp Ia-

11.0

1%.0

llll:iclday Session.

l

12
to
•2 p.m.

f
J

Musical Procramme, with Now1
Reports aapplled bJ' "The
Guardian. "

Aft.moon Session.

7

3

Jf

to
5

)1.30

Musical Pro1tramme, with
Report• supplied bJ'
Guardian.''

New1

Afternoon E,ession-3 to 4 p,m.:

""The

3.0
3.30

Early Evening- Session.

7.0
7.30

8.0

Voca l
and
Inst rumental
Concerts
from Studio. QI'(·hestral 1\-lusic.

ENTERTAINMENT.
SUNDAY.

Monday:
"Jazz" night, with vocal iteme
from the Studio.
Tuesday:
Clasaical Studio Concert.
Wedneeday: Dance Night.
Tlnu•sday :
Broadcaater1' Popular Concert.

Saturday :
Sunday:

Childr en's Stories by Ur.cle Nod.
(Saturday) Latest Spr,,ting News.

Evening Session-8 to 10 p.m.:

Night Seasion.
8 Nightly Concert.

Friday :

v\7 eatber and Market Reports.
Educational Lectures as arrange1,

Early Evening Sessio:r..-7 to 8 p,m. :

Nunery Rhymea and Bedtime StorlH.
7.45. Pitt, Son , & Badcer;r Stock 1111change Reports.

7

EVENING

"Mercury" News Ser vice.
Musical Items.

Musical Programme.

Evening Session-7 to 9.30 p.m.:

"Jazz" n icht, with popular
itema from the Studio.
Popniar Ooncert.
Classical aµd O~ra tic Concert.

7.0
8.30

been continued, and during recent
tests messages were transmitted from
the Prince of Wales, the Right Hon.
L. S. Amery, M.P., Colonial Secr etary, and Viscount Burnham, to The
Cape Argus, South Africa.
The messages sent were as follow:-

Close Down.

Afternoon Session :
3.0 Musical I _tema.
3.30 Weather Report. Aft.e rnoon Stock lllxchange News.
4.0 Time Signal, Cloae Down.
EVENING P:&OGB..AllilKE.
7.0 Children'• Corner, by "Uncle Rad."
7.35 Closing Stock Exchange News.
7.45 Weather and latest Market Reports.
News Bulletin.
8 .0 Vocal and Instrument al Conce~ts.
ltl.O Close down,

SUNDAY.
.AftentO<ln Seasion:
3 to 4 Musical Item•.

Afternoon Session-3 to 4 p ,m.:
3.0

!ormation.
T ime Slgnal,

Church Services as arranged.
Vocal and
Instrumental Concerts
from Studio.

by means of this new experiment in
wireless telegraphy. Cheap, rapid,
and reliable communication is vital
to the needs of the Empire, and I
wish to offer my heartiest congratulations to all who worked t o bring
England and South Africa nearer
together.' '

EVENilHI PB.OGB..AlUIE.
7.0 Children' • Corner, b7 " Uncle Rad. ,,
7.30 Vocal and Inatrumental Items (Church
Ser vices announced ).
9.30 Close down.

tions with the Dominions through
this channel of communication, an·d
as President of the Empire Press
Union, I trust wireless telegraphy,
as an alternative to cables, will enable a greater volume of Empire
news to circulate. ''

WIRELESS· PRESS PUBLICATIONS
New and revised Catalogue now available. Send Stamped
and · addressed envelope for Free Copy to - ~ -

THE

WIRELESS

PRESS,

97 Clarence Street, SYDNEY.
44 Market Street,
MELBOURNE, VIC.

Aus.tra.lasian Chambers,
WELLINGTON, N.Z.
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Our Letter
Bag
(To the Editor.)
Dear Sir,Just a line in appreciation of your
paper. I consider th~ old slogan,
"Every day, in every way, Radio
gets better and better," suits it down
to the ground.
Since I started taking it last March,
. I consider Radio has improved -Over
100 per cent.
Your ''hints'' and ''tips'' are invaluable; I am becoming quite an
expert on radio matters.
With my 2-valve set (DV3) I can
bring in 3LO, 2BL, 2FC, 5CL, 7ZL,
and, if the evening is in any way
kindly, 6WF.
One thing I notice : 2FC is by far
my plainest station, although nearly

four times as far away as 3LO. 5CL
is also better than 3LO. although further away even than 2FC.
My loose coupler takes the same
setting for 5CL as for 3LO (1720
metres), a few degrees on the primary condenser being the only alteration.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) W. ALLARDYCE.
Glenmaggie Weir,
Heyfield, Gippsland,
Victoria.

• 1925.
Australia Day,
(To the Editor. )
Dear Sir,Just returned from a trip to the

city, " primed full of Low Loss. "
H aving built me a " Low Loss, onestep,'' as we heard them called, 'the
results should prove interesting. Last
night a good, strong carrier wave
was heard which, when brought out,
was music. It was so loud, I thought
it was some particularly efficient
amateur on short waves (about 60
m .). Imagine my surprise when the
announcer said, '' Westinghouse Electric Coy- 's Station KDKA, East Pittsburg, broadcasting a special test programme for the Melbourne ' Herald,'
Melbourne, Australia.'' He also remarked that the programme was being played on a portable phonograph.
A message for Australia was then

i i ) ~

THE NAME TO KNOW IN RADIO IS-

WILES Wonderful · Wireless
384 PITT STREET

56-58 GOULBURN STREET

(NEAR GOULBURN ST.)

VARIABLE CONDENSERS,
WITH DIAL.
.001 l\ff plain . . . . . .
.0005 Mf plain . . . • . . . . . .
.0003 Mf plain . . . . . .
.0002 Mf plain . . . .
.001 Mf with Vernier
.0005 Mf with Vernier
. 0003 Mf with Vernier . .
.00025 Mf with Vernier . .
.00025 •_rwin f or two Stages '"Pnned
Plate
.. .. .. .. .. ..
Acme .0005 Low L oss, with Vernier

23 PITT STREET

(1 DOOR FROM PITT ST.)

13/ 6
10/ 6
10/ 9/ -

17/ 13/ 6
10/ 6
11/ t'

20/6
48/ 6

(NEAR CIRCULAR QUAY)

HEADPHONES.

...

..

... ..

VALVES.

.. ..
..

P hilip ))1 Detector
D11 Amplifier

.. ..

E Amplifier
Bll ··Amplifier
DIV Detector
DV Amplifier
D VI .Amr,Ufier
Cosser
R a diotron 201A

Peerless 4000 ohms
..
20/ Pico 2200 ohms .. .. .. .. .. 25/ Murdoch 2000 ohms .. .. ..
25/Mu.rdoch 3000 ohms
. . .. . . 27/6
N and K (Continenta l ), 4000 ohms 27/ 6
Kilbourne and Clarke· 4000 ohms .. 32/ 6
Trimms Dependahle .. .. . . ... 32/ 6
Frost .. .. ..
. . 32/6 a nd 37/ 6
Brandes Matched Tone ..
35/ Western Electric 4MO ohms
37/ 6
Sterling Light Weight 4000 ohms 44/ Nutmeg 3000 ohms
.. .. 45/ Bald\vin Mica Diaphn1gm .. .. 60/ -

.. ..

Fil.
Volt.
3.5
3.5
4.0
1.8
3.5
3.fi
3.5
3 .5

rent.
.5
.5
.7
.15
.5
.5
.5

.6

Plate.
25
30
GO
30
25
30
2
30

Voltage
Cap.
English
30
English
70
100 English
E nglisu·
75
30 American
70 Ame rican
English
10
E nglish
70

. . 1.2
WD12 Det. Amp.
AWA@9 Det. Amp.
3.0
Marconi DE3 D~tector
Amp.
.. .. .. 3.0

.25
, .25
.06

30
30
30

70 American 30/ 70 Amet·ican 30/ 70 W9 Special 30/ -

.06

30

60

EngliRh

COMPLETE STOCKS OF ALL PARTS FOR CRYSTAL AND VALVE HOME CONSTRUCTION SETS.

Send for Price List R5.

Established 20 years.

MAIL ORDER DEPT.: 60 GOULBURN STREET, SYDNEY.
i;J

15/ 15/ 15/·
22/ 6
15/15/·
22/6
20/ ·

Det.
5.0

A inplifiPr

Cur-

32/ 6

Ii
'

Mention "Radio" when conmunlca ting with Advertisers.
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read out, being afterwards repeated
in Morse. The Morse was quite
audible with · the aerial ,and, earth
switch lifted at 7½m. to 9m. He said,
"It is now 6.57. It will be daylight
in about half an hour. The temperature is 40 degrees. '' After this a
male ahd female voice sang selections
from 'f Rigoletto.'' A bad harmonic
from ··a spark station drowned the
latter part of . this piece. At two
minutes to 9 he announced, ''Westinghouse Station KDKA broadcasting a test programme for the Melbourne 'Herald,' Melbourne, Australia. We will be broadcasting at
4 a.m. to-morrow morning. KDKA
signing off. Good morning!'' All
this .programme was very loud. With
two pairs of 'phones in circuit the
music could be heard all over the
room with 'phones on the table. This
is not supposed to be a detailed programme of what was sent. A lot
was missed through static, excitement
and inability to write fast enough.
However, I think I've given enough
of it to establish the fact that he
was received on two valves without
any radio-frequency amplification.
Four people, one of them a J.P., can
testify to the loudness.
·wishing your paper every success.
Truly yours,
(Sgd.) P. GRANT.
Gowrie Station,
Charleville.
J amaary 25, 1925.
(To the Editor.)
Dear Sir,I thought it might interest you .t0
learn of a little wireless 'stunt'' we
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put up in the new year. A party of
eight of us (all young men) went
per motor cars (' 'Lizzies' ') and a
motor cycle on New Year's Day up
into the heart of the W arrumbungle
Mountains for a camping picnic for
a few days' rest after several weeks'
strenuous work taking off a big wheat
harvest.
After travelling about 25 miles
over indifferent roads and the last
3 miles on no road at all, we got
through the timber without trouble.
Arriving at a sharp, horse-shaped
bend in the Uargon Creek, with a
beautiful spring of clear, cool water
tumbling down over moss-covered
rocks, we decided to camp. It being
only an hour before dark, we soon
got busy, the '' Radio Bugs'' rigging
up the set and the rest fixing the
camp ready for tea. One of us
climbed a big 60ft. river oak for one
end of the aerial, and the other end
was attached to a 35ft. box-tree. Between these we stretched about 65ft.
of 18-gauge copper wire, using the
necks of two " D.A:" bottles we
picked up on the road for insulators
between the copper and the fencing
wire on to the trees. The lead-down
was 18 S.W.C. insulated wire. The
earth was some plain copper wire
buried a few inches (we did not have
a shovel to put it in deep ) underground, which we kept wet. The
end of the wire we nailed to the
butt of a tree. No joints were soldered.
The set was a 4-valve one of our own
construction, consisting of 3 201A 's
and a Phillips detector in the usual
three-coil circuit. After having a
good tea we tuned-in but could not

-QUALITY

IN

RADI 0

APP AR A T ·U S -

STROMBERG-CARLSON40/-

Radio H ead Set, 2-A
Loud Speaker, 1-A, with Cord and Plug ..
Transform€r Audio, 3-A ..
Transmitter, 7-L ..
Radio Jacks, Plugs, etc.

£7/10/ 33 / 6

25/-

get anything until after a few
minutes, when we found that some of
the road bumps had broken a wire
off one of the jacks and, not having
a soldering-iron, we twisted it up temporarily, and after doing so everything worked 0.K. We listened to
2FC, 2BL, and 3LO, who came in remarkably clear and loud on five pairs
of headphones. We also used the
loud-speaker (Amplion De Luxe ) , but
the wind was blowing strongly and
its howling through the timber and
mountains drowned the loud-speaker.
Next morning while some of the
members got the breakfast, . we
listened to 2BL giving health talks.
We did this on three valves. We
tuned-in various times and were kept
up to the minute with the first Test
cricket scores, in which we were all
very interested. It seemed rather uncanny being up in the wilds and listening to all this. It surprised us how
well it came in on a temporary aerial
and earth, as we were very badly
screened with high timber to within
about six yards of the aerial all
around us and with hills several hundred feet high on three sides of us
and only a few chains back. Owing
to heavy thunderstorms during the
last two days, we did not '' do '' much
wireless and our accumulator went
flat. It has proved to us that in
any future times when we go camping
we can take our set and keep ·" up
to the minute'' in regard to news:
of the world.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd. ) G. W. ANDERSON.
''Bearbong,''
Gilgandra, N.S.W.

JEWELL
Radio Measuring Instruments, built for accuracy and to
last.

A-B Battery Testers, R. F. Meters, Wave Meters,

Valve Tester, Grid Leak Tester, etc.

DURHAM Variable Grid Leak, 2 to 10 Megs., 4/6.
Factory
Represent.a ti-ves :

L. P. R. BEAN & CO. LTD., 229 Castlereagh Street, Sydney

Melbouue: H. G. SMALL & CO., 360 P . O. Place.
Brisbane : S. H. SMITH, 299 Adelnide Street.
Adelaide: CHAS; ATKINS & CO., L'rD., 90
Curr.e Street. . Perth: T. MUIR & CO., 99 William Street.
Hobart: J. COOPER. 90 Harrington Street.

Mention ''Radio" when corrmunicating with Advertisers.
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Super-sonic Heterodyne Receiver
: .;

By Geo. Apperley.

JN

the last issue of "Radio" the theory of Super·s~nic Hetaro_dyne Recep:ion was briefly explained. · Having st_u~ied
the principle and outlined the advantages of this method, 1t now remains to be seen how the necessary cond1t1ons
can be achieved.

ECENT rapid progress in
the development of the
Super-Heterodyne has created widespread "interest
and many articles have
appeared in the overseas Technical
Press setting out constructional details. Like other types of receivers
there are many different circuit ar-rangements, the more modern of
which call for considerable skill and
experience in construction.
As a
starting point it is, therefore, proposed to deal with the most simple
arrangement and at a later date to
describe the refinements which are
now to be found embodied in the
modern commercial instrument.

The most important and valuable
piece of radio apparatus to the home
constructor is a wave-meter having a
reliable calibration. Such an instrument may easily be built up from an
inductance coil shunted by a reliable
make of variable condenser provided
with a good, open scale. The inductance coil may be of the honeycomb
type, of such a size as to cover the
desired wave range with a given condenser.
Wave ranges for different
coils shunted by condensers of different capacities are specified by makers
and an accurate calibration for any
combination can be obtained from
some well-equipped laboratory. The
coil should be mounted in a suitable

socket, so that different wave ranges
may be covered by using different
coils. Across the coil socket terminals
should be connected a shunted buzzer
and dry battery in series for excitation purposes.
Fig. 5 shows a complete circuit diagram of the simplest form of SuperHeterodyne receiver. It consists of
five sections: Local Oscillation Generator, First Detector, including the
aerial- or loop-tuning elements, Intermediate Amplifier, Second Detector and Audio Frequency Amplifier.
The aerial tuning units should at
first be constructed for the reception
of the shorter broadcasting wavelengths for reasons already explained,
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and later, an attempt at reception on
longer waves might be made by altering only the receiving loop and local
oscillator coil.
When operating this apparatus it
must be remembered that the aerial
circuits are strongly excited by the
local oscillation generator and the
system will readily radiate and interfere with near-by listeners-in unless great care is exercised. We wil!.
deal more fully with this question in
a later issue, but in the meantime it
should be noted that radiation may
be reduced to a negligible degrc(' by
using a receiving loop in prPfei''3nce
to an open aerial.
The receiving loop may be constructed of two pieces of light timber
about 1½ in. or 2in. wide, lin. thick,
each being 3ft. long. The two are
screwed together to form a cross and
one arm is provided with an extension:
piece riding in a suitable base for
orientating the loop as required. To
cover· a wave range of about 300-500
metres with a .0005 mfd. variable condenser (Cl), the loop should be
wound with 11 turns of, say, 20 g
cotton-covered wire, each turn spaced

P ictorial diagram of th e S:ier-sonic Heterodyne.

'' Ri A D -1-0 ·"·
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¾in. down one side of the frame to" tiometer of high resistance, as the dry
wards the centre. - Small screws or . cell battery will then give long sertacks driven into the side of each vice. To enable valve Vl to be adarm of the wooden frame is a very justed for best action it is provided
quick and convenient method of sup- with a separate filament rheostat.
porting the winding. Associated with
The construction of the local oscil1he loop circuit is a small coupling lation generator should present no
coil, L3, preferably built in with the difficulties. There are several ways of
local oscillation generator· but con- making and mounting the coupling
nected to First Detector Unit by coils L3, L4, L5. Perhaps the most
means of two terminals on the latter. simple and convenient procedure is to
The first detecting valve VI is pro- obtain suitable honeycomb coils and
vided with the usual grid condenser accommodate them in a three-coil
and leak GCl, GLl. The grid leak mounting.
The mounting may be
should preferably be variable, and purchased or home-constructed ·and ·
so also the grid condenser because in calls for no further comr.ient.
practice some · difficulty may be exThe grid circuit of the oscillator is
perienced in finding the correct tuned by variable condenser 02 and
values for stable operation. A good a wave-range of 300-500 metres can
plan is to omit the grid condenser and be covered by a condenser ( .0005
leak and take advantage of the char- mfd. maximum capacity) and coil L4
acteristic curve of the valve by using of 50 turns. The size of coil L5 is
a high resistance potentiometer of not critical and may be the same as
about 2,000 ohms across a two-cell dry L4. The value of coil L3 should bP
battery, the slider of the potentio- sufficient to transfer the requisite
meter being connected to the grid amount of energy to the first detector
through 'L3 and the loop, and the valve circuit and may consist of about
positive terminal of the dry battery to 25 to 30 turns. In many cases, the
the negative filament lead.
use of this coupling coil will not be
It is advantageous to use a poten- found necessary because sufficient
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energy from the oscillator will be
picked up by the leads. If, however,
the oscillator is metallically screened,
coil coupling will be necessary.
The oscillator is supplied with high
tension from a common source, but a
separate battery may be used if desired. The condenser C3, of :fixed
value .0001 mfd. capacity, provides a
by-pass across the high tension battery for the high frequency component of the plate current. A variable
:filament resistance Fl controls the
:filament brilliancy of not only the oscillator valve but also the intermediate
frequency amplifiers V3 and V4,
which should be of the same type. It
is desirable to screen the oscillator
in which case all control handles
should, of course, be extended through
the metal screen, the spindles being
Firs!

Local
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selected by the tuned circuit Ll C4 cal journals. Air core transformers
in the plate circuit of Vl.
are sharply resonant - about their
At this point we commence to deal fundamental periodicity as illustrated
with the new or what is usually by the curve A, Fig. 6, and a combiknown as the Intermediate Fre- nation of such transformers will give
quency. We have previously consid- amplification at a relatively high ratio
ered the advantages of using an in~ provided they are carefully matched
termediate frequency corresponding to be resonant at the same frequency.
to a relatively long wave-length and In practice it is extremely difficult to
we propose to select 6,000 metres as construct a set of air core transformmost suitable. In our diagram we ers, each tuned to the same frequency.
have allotted valves V3 and V4 to Even were this condition obtained
function as amplifiers for the new there is another important factor to
frequency and V5 as the rectifier. The be considered. In addition to sendcircuits Ll C4 and L2 C5 must there- ing out a constant frequency in the
fore be tuned to select and transfer carrier wave a broadcast station
energy at this wave-length from the super-imposes on this wave additional
:first detector to the intermediate am- frequencies corresponding to the
plifier.
sounds transmitted.
Musical vibraWe have also seen how the value . tions cover a range of about 3,000
of the intermediate frequency may cycles per · second and the harmonics

lkkclor

.

Gwerafor

Osc,l/ala-

- - - -- ________ ..J

Fig. 5.~Wiring diagram of the Super-sonic Heterodyne._

connected so as to be at low potential
in respect to earth. The negative lead
of the :filament should also be connected to the screen. If these precautions are taken, th,e effects of
capacity introduced by the operator's
body will be reduced to a minimum
or totally eliminated. The valves V2,
V3 and V 4 should be chosen from the
amplifying class.
We have now dealt with the Tuning and First Detector circuit and the
local oscillation generator. It will be
remembered that this combination
gives rise to super-sonic beats, the
locally generated oscillations beating
with the incoming signals. The beats,
in addition to being . rectified by VI,
are, of course, amplified and are

be varied by the local oscillation generator, so the tuning of the selector
circuits between Vl and V3 may be
:fixed. Ll and L2 may conveniently ·
consist of honeycomb coils each having 600 turns and C4 and C5 condensers of .0005 mfds. capacity.
The
final tuning of these circuits should be
made with a fairly loose coupling to
give good selectivity by varying C4
and C5, when they may be permanently fixed.
For this purpose the
home-constructed wave-meter will
prove very useful.
The question of selection of suitable
transformers for the subsequent
stages of amplification of the intermediate frequency is one which is
subject to much discussion in techni- .

which characterise the various tones,
about 9,000 cycles. .
There are still higher harmonic frequencies but above 9,000 cycles they
do not appreciably affect our sense
of hearing. The result of adding the
sound frequencies to the carrier wave
is indicated by the shaded area in Fig.
6, where f is the carrier wave frequency and fl and f2, the limits of
variation caused by the sound frequencies. If now we make our transformers too sharply tuned, a certain
portion of the shaded area is cut off
which means distortion.
Curve b gives some idea of the amplification of a transformer, the tuning of which has been damped by the
inclusion of an iron core as compared
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with an air core transformer. It will
be noticed that, although the amplification ratio is not so high as the
air core device, still, g'ood amplification is obtainable over a very
wide range of frequencies, and, provided the damping is not carried so
far as to cover audible frequencies,
faithful amplification is possible with
stable operation. By using more than
one amplifying valve coupled by
transformers of this type, the curve
can easily be raised along the amplification scale as shown by C.
The

Fig. 6.

great advantage accruing from the
adoption of iron core transformers
for the subsequent stages in the intermediate frequency circuit is that they
require no careful matching.
In
practice, therefore, it is usual to first
select the intermediate frequency by
means of an air core tuned transformer and then to use the iron core
type in the succeeding stages.
Such transformers are shown in the
diagram by Tl and T2. They usually
consist of coils of many turns of very
fine wire mounted on a small iron
core. It is not recommended that the
experimenter should attempt to make
these but to purchase them for the
desired wave-lengths at any good
wireless store.
We have shown only two stages of
amplification by means of these devices but additional valves may he
• coupled to V4, if desired. In order
to ensure best operation of valves V3
and V 4, a potential is applied to the
grids from potentiometer P, shunt3d
by the usual high frequency by-pass
condenser, C6.
·
Valve V5 provided with a grid condenser and leak GC GL and controlled·
by a separate filament rheostat, F3,
for obtaining best action rectifies the
intermediate frequency which is then
passed through a stage of audio .i'rnquency amplification. The valvP v·6
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may be coupled to V5 by any good
type of low frequency intervalv6
transformer and a grid bias batte1·y
B is furnished for distortionless amplification. The last valve may be of
a larger capacity than the preceding
ones and therefore a separate filament
rheostat F4 is included in the circuit.
In order to prevent the direct current in the plate circuit of the audio
frequency valve from flowing through
the loud-speaker or telephone ,windings a combination of iron core choke
coil L and condenser C7 may be employed.
The inductance should be
about five henries a_n d whilst allowing
the direct current to flow through it
offers a high impedance to the speech
frequencies which find a better path
through the loud-speaker and condenser. C7 may be a good quality paper
condenser of about two mfds.
The high tension battery is divided
in two sections to suit the detectors
and amplifiers and may be varied as
desired. It is preferable to enclose
the whole receiver in a screened box
which is so divided as to effectively
screen the intermediate frequency
stage from the first detector and audio
frequency section.
To facilitate tuning in to any given
broadcasting station, the loop circuit
should first be calibrated by means
of a wave-meter. The pre-determined
adjustment can then be made and the
local oscillation generator tuned until
the beat frequency produced corresponds with the time period of the intermediate frequency selector circuit.
With a little practice, these adjustments can be quickly and easily made
and for future reference the adjustments for reception of any particular
station should be noted.
~
In a subsequent issue we will deal
with the many refinements which have
been introduced into the commercial
Super-Heterodyne,
including
the
''Second-Harmonic'' method of heterodyning· and reflexing.
PRINTER'S ERROR.
paragraph of the first part of
this article which appeared in the last
Issue of Radio it was stated : "For instance, if the incoming signal as before has
a frequency of 500,000 cycles per second, ·
we may combine with it a locally generated frequency of either a beat frequency
of 100,000." The s entence should h ave read:
" . . . . . combine with it a locally generated
frequency of. either 400,00<l or 60Q,OOO cycles
to produce a beat frequency of 100,000.''
(Ed., R.)
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Transmission -of Photographs .
··

ENERAL interest - in this
branch of the Radio art
has been aroused by the
successful transmission of
photographs by wireless
from London to New York, some 2,000
odd miles.
As. far . back as .1847, experiments
were carried out in the transmission
of drawings and photographs over
telegraph land lines, but, as the commercial -incentive at that time was not
great, the progress made was not as
rapid as might have been.
In recent years, however, owing to
the constant demand by the press for
photographs of current events, rapid
strides have been made, with the result that, to-day, photographs are
transmitted by land lines over considerable distances.
It soon became apparent that the
commercial success of photo-telegraphy depended upon the speed at
which signals could be transmitted

and that transmission between countries connected by submarine cable
was out of the question, the capacity
effect in cables so reducing the speed
of working that a photograph which
could be transmitted over ordinary
land lines in ten minutes would take
about 50 minutes over the submarine
cable.
For the solution of this problem,
attention was turned to wireless telegraphy and onB of the first attempts
was made by Mr. Hans Knudsen in
1908, while in more recent years apparatus was designed by Thorn
Baker, Korn, Bellini and others.
Practically all the earlier systems
of photo-telegraphy made use of the
Selenium cell. Selenium was discovered by Berzelius in 1817 and possesses the property that its electrical
resistance varies with the amount of
light to which it is exposed.
The
drawback to these cells was their inertia or "lag" resulting in loss of

by Radio

definition in the transmitted picture.
This was overcmne by the use of the
"photo-electric cell," which is capable of responding to rapid changes
of light.
Radio telegraphy has proved the
means of overcoming all Jhe difficulties previously experienced in photo~
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A photograph of the Statue of Liberty,
as i.t was received in New York after
being transmitted from London.

telegraphy and a highly ·successfun
demonstration was conducted betweeru
Radio House, the centre of Marconi's;
world transmission services, London~
and New York, on November 30 last
y,-ear.
Some of the photographs actually·
transmitted during this demonstrac
tion are reproduced herewith.
·
' _T he inventor of the system employ~d is Mr. R. .H. Ranger, .of the Radio,
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Corporation of America, with which
is associated Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., which own the rights to
the invention in Great Britain and
the British Dominions.
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mately 200 miles- of land line to the
Marconi Trans-Atlantic Station at
Carnarvon, where they are impressed
on the main transmitter and so despatched across the Atlantic to the
receiving station at Long Island. Here
again, the impulses are amplified and
sent over 70 miles of land-line to the
recorder ·in New York.
The recorder consists of a similar
cylinder to that at the transmittercapable of being revolved in synchronism and carrying a sheet of plain
paper. Resting on this paper is the
point of a specially constructed fountain pen which is actuated electrically
by the received impulses and makes a
thick or thin line or a space, according to the strength of the impulse
received. At the same time, the picture is recorded photographically and
makes a new negative, as well as a
pen-drawing of the original photograph.
The time taken to transmit a photograph of half-plate size is approximately 17 minutes. The whole apparatus works automatically and no

This photograph of H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales was another of the series
transmitted.

The transmitting apparatus was installed at Radio House, London, and
the recorder at the laboratories of the
Radio Corporation of America, New
York City.
A general idea of the principle
upon which the system works is as
follows:The film to be transmitted is
secured to a revolving glass cylinder
which is also capable of moving along
its axis. Inside this cylinder is an
electric lamp w11ose rays pass through
a lens and are focussed on to the film
in the form of a small spot of light.
Outside the cylinder this spot or beam
of light impinges on a photo-electric
cell with which is associated a valve
amplifier and relay.
When in operation, the cylinder
'revolves, and for each revolution
moves along its axis 1/28th of an
inch, so that the beam of light gradually traverses the entire film and according to its varying density, causes
variations of illumination on the
photo-electric cell and, consequently,
current variations, or :impulses, which
are amplified and sent over approxi-
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more, Chief of Communications for
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
predicted the early inauguration of
a commercial service and it is pointed
out that not only will this service
be of great value to the Press, but also
to the banks for the transmission of
signatures and the police for the:
transmission of finger-prints.
This represents ·another step for"
ward in the Radio art, which is playing an ever-increasing part in our
lives to-day, and we look forward to
seeing in the very near future photographs of current events on the other
side of the world being reproduced in
our daily press within a few hours
of their taking place and1 perhaps,
even a broadcast radio photo service
right into our homes!

DAVID JONES'

S .A L .E
RADlO

Savings
David Jones; offer further
remarkable Reductions on
all Radio goods. This is
your last. opportu:qity · to
purchase Radio equipment
at reduced prices. .T he fotlowing items are typical
keen values:"Comet" Cr);stal Set (without accessories). Usually
25/-. Sale Price ..... 9/6
"Comet" Valve Sets com·
plete with all accessories
and headphones as below.
One - Valve Set. Usually
£ 8/12/6.
Sale Price . . . . . £8/10/Two- Valve Set.
Usually
£ 12/12/-.
Sale Price .. . . £12/5/~
A.P. Valves. Usually 25/- .
14/. . Si;tle Price ..........
,.

England's Prime Minister-Mr. Stan- •
fey Bal,dwin-as Radio sees him.

special attention is 11,ecessary during
transmission.
·
So successful were these transmissions deemed that Mr. G. W. Whit-
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2/- in (he £1 for cash.
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Tales of the Wireless Service
A -_-Day 1n Canton
By E. A. Burbury.
.

ANY and varied are the ex. periences of the sea-going
wireless_operator and this
is not to be wondered at
- when one considers the opportunities for sightseeing, · adventure, yea, and ·even" romance," which
come his way. The average wireless man, during
his sea-going career visits practically
every country on the globe and in
each foreign port met with he usually
becomes ''involved'' in some interest~ing ''incident.'' There are, however,
exceptions; myself, for instance ! I
want to tell you in this article, however, of an extremely interesting stay
in Hongkong and Canton which came
my way not so long ago.
Hongkong, as most people know, is
a small island, approximately one mile
wide by eight or ten miles long, separated from the mainland of China
by a narrow stretch of water, with a
regular ferry service between it and
Kowloon on the mainland.
Some say that Hongkong Harbour
rivals '' Our 'Arbour' '-well, it will
take a great deal of persuasion to even
half-convince me of that! .
After a stay of several weeks upon
my first visit to Hongkong, I found I
had explored the island from end to
end and so, wanting to see something
of the mainland, a trip to Canton was
planned.

,

T0gether with a brother operator, still reap a profitable harvest from una start was made per the s,s. Kinshan . suspecting craft in these regions.
However, after locking the cabin door
up the Canton River at 10 p.m.
· We were the only European passen- and depositing our wealth ( !) under
gers aboard and our quarters were en- our respective pillows, we turned in
tirely isolated from the rest of the and not even our dreams were disturbed.
We reached Canton at 8 a.m., where
we engaged a guide and two sedan
chairs, each supported by three grinning sons of Confucius.
As usual, there was a war on ( there
generally is in China) and the streets,
if such they could be called, were
thick with soldiers in the brightest
coloured uniforms, carrying rifles
with fixed bayonets. On account of
'' big war'' which was supposed to
be "on" our guide was reluctant to
make the trip but after a large argument and a small tip he was persuaded to proceed and off we started.
Canton is divided into two distinct
sections; one side of the river is the
European quarter known as Shameen,
where the banks, agents, hotels, etc.,
are situated, while the other side is
just plain Canton, which amounts to
seething mass of Chinamen.
one
•
The Author.
\
There is no vehicular traffic, the main
''streets,, being only some eight or
ship by means of iron bars with ugly
ten feet wide, while the width of the
spikes on their '' business ends,'' while
side ' 'streets'' varies from 3ft. to 6ft. !
in our cabin we found a .303 rifle
Our first stopping place was a
above each bunk! The reason for these
elaborate precautions was to guard famous gambling den, of which there
against possible attack by pirates who
are hundreds scattered all over the
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jewellery maker. Here we saw made
highly-coloured,
glazed
brooches,
which appeared to be composed of

city-where the national game of
"fan tan" was in full swing. It was
a sight worth seeing. Although we
remained there to see several games
played, not a word was spoken. The
"banker," · squatting on the end of a
huge table counting out ·the dried,
shining beans, four at a time, with a
little piece of cane, worked like a
machine, while ~eated round the table
were twenty players with as many
pairs of black eyes which never moved
from the little heap of beans and the
banker's cane. He never made a mistake. (Personally, I would not like
to have been in his shoes if he had.)
While there, we risked a few dollars but I'm afraid our knowledge- of
the game was insufficient. At the same
time, ' ' fan tan'' is considered one of
the fairest gambles in the world.
From there we moved on to the
ivory workers' "factory" ( one small
lathe in "John's" bedroom l). Here
we saw some really wonderful work
in ivory turning and carving being
performed on the crudest of machinery. The processes amounted to
patience personified.
From there we passed on to the

to be a tiny piece of plumage obtained
from the highly-coloured feathers of
small birds, each piece being less than

A street scene in Hong Kong.

minute spots of brightly coloured
paint forming a mottled pattern, but
on closer inspection each spot proved

r~
I 30/- EACH.

the size of a pin's head. These pieces
were cut by hand and mounted with
the aid of an extremely fine brush
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which John placed:his joss .sticks during his devotions.

We also visited seve;ral other Joss
houses, tombs, and the famous water
clock and then decided to return to
Hongkong by rail via Kowloon.
The only incident during the train
journey W/i\S a compulsory stop of
about an hour, concerning which the
only information we could get was
'' engine spoil um.''
On our return to Hongkong, the
welcome news was received that my
ship was soon to sail for some destination then unknown, so with visions
of the next port of call in mind I duly
sailed and as we passed Cape D.'Anguilar I donned the 'phones and settled down to work once more.

DO

not solder a crystal, heat spoils
its sensitiveness.
WHILE single wire is good enough
for a receiving set, stranded wire
is best for a transmitter.

How I set out to .see Can.t<;m.

'

blind, and after seeing the process we '· '·
could easily imagine this to .be true.
On nioving on; olir .attdntio~ was
attracted by the sound of hundreds
of crackers being '' let off,'' and a
closer inspection revealed a huge commotion in the shape of a wedding.
As we passed, the bride was leaving
her home by means of a bamboo
stairway constructed from the street
to the window of her room on the
first floor . The Chinese bride never
leaves her home by the', usual door;
but directly from tht1, ro,om she occupies. The bridegroom does not join
his wife until three days after the
ceremony.
,,Our next stopping place was a
teinple or Joss house, containing no
le~s than 300 shining brass gods. In
front of each was a pot of earth in
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PICNIC AND CRICKET MATCH.

AN enjoyable day was spent at Sandringham (Sydney) on .Anniversary Day, when a large number of the
employees of .Amalgamated Wireless
(.Australasia) Ltd. spent their first

outing together. Excellent weather
prevailed, and from every point of
view the visit to Sandringham proved
highly successful. The party numbered some 75 persons.
.A cricket match resulted in a sur-

/
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prisingly easy win for " .A.W..A.,"
who scored 85. Their opponents were
dismissed for 32 ! .An outstanding
performance of the match was the
phenomenal success of bowler Frank
Handley. He secured nine wickets
for five runs. Owing to the excessive
heat the athletic programme was
abandoned, but despite this the aftern oon was not wasted, The beach was
monopolised by the swimmers, while
it was apparent that grassy slopes
were favoured by many. It is hoped
that in the near future other picnics
will be arranged.
The Organizing Committee desires
to thank both the Directors and Management of both firms for their kind
assistance-financially and otherwise.

WECOVALVES
make all the difference

S

MALL but ,supreme in clearness and
long life, w ecovalves are first favourites with radio enthusiasts. Wecovalves improve the receptive qualities of
any properly constructed receiving set and
give wonderful results. They operate on
dry cells-no accumulators being necessary.
Wecovalve, actual
size. Can be used
either as a Detector, High Frequency Amplifier or
L o w Frequency
Amplifier,

,A Brisbane experimenter, using one Wecovalve, gets Sydney stations 2 B.L. and
2 F.C. with ease. Others using two Wecovalves have heard K.G.O., Oakland, California, U.S.A., 4 Y.A., Dunedin, 5 A.B.,
Adelaide, and 6 W .F., Perth.

Stocks of Wecovalves &: Sockets
Wecovalve Socket

now available to meet all requirements

Obtainable from .any radio dealer.

Wesf'ern

Wholesale from-

Elecrric1 Company
fAustraliaJLl'd

192-194 Castlereagh St., Sydney.
And at 588 Bourke S t., Melbourne.

.

Telephone: City 336, 355 and 356.
Telephone : Central 8336 and 8949

Cricket
scores.-United
Distributors
Co.: S . Wales, 5; R. Cooper, 9 ; Stabbach,
O; Davis, O; Alexander O; M illard, O;
Thorpe, 2; Ca ll, 6; Grace, 1 ; J armon, 2;
Luton, 1 ; Weston, 3 (n.o.). Sundries , 3.
Tota l, 32. A .W.A.: Thomas, 6; Brown, 4;
H a ndley, 15; Baxte r , 5; Hollingworth, O;
F a rmer, 5; B orthwick, 10 ; B odkin, 3 ;
Freney, 9 (n.o.); Bones , 8; McIntyre, 3;
Nankervis, 0. Sundries, 17. Total, 85.
A.W.A . bow ling analysis : Handley, 9 wkts.
for 5 ; F r eney, 1 for 20 ; Thomas, 1 for 4.

Round 's Round
Ground
( Continued from page 782.)
an ideal ground.
The ground was
next tested for practical worth.
Despite the shallow depth at which
the electrode was buried for operation at the longer wave-lengths of the
broadcast band, distant and local
broadcast stations are received unusually well. With an ultra-audion regenerative receiver, employing a
single stage of audio amplification, it
is possible t o pick up stations which,
with an ordinary pipe gr ound, are
inaudible. The antenna circuit also
possesses real selectivity, owing to its
low resistance. Transmission experiments at short wave-lengths (100 to
200 metres ) and at low power (10
· wat ts ) have shown the electrode t o be
ver y effective for amateur communication.
The writer is well pleased
with the results of his labours and
highly r ecommends '' Round 's Round
Ground '' to the enthusiast who wants
a real ground system.
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ORMOND'S
COMPONENTS
guarantee you that thrill of satisfaction for which you are working-that moment of
ecstasy when you try out your set and it works perfectly, very first time too. Ormonds
never let you down. They are of British Manufacture-made · for conscientious service
and recommendation. The Home Constructor owes much of his enjoyment to the
thoroughness of Ormond's Components.
THE QUALITY IS HIGH -

THE PRICE

IS LOW.

Ask your Dealer for Ormond's Components.

ORMOND

I

Engineering Co. .
199 Pentonville Road
KING'S CROSS, LONDON, ENGLAND.

Jl
COMPLETE CONDENSER PARTS.
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Accumulators: Their Operation and Up-keep
AN accumulator is an appliance
which enables us first to transform
electric energy into chemical energy
and subsequently to transform this
- chemical energy into electrical energy.
. The simplest form of accumulator
consists of two lead plates immersed
in dilute sulphuric acid. I£ a current
is passed through such a cell one plate
(positive) becomes dark brown and
the other a lighter grey than the
original lead. I£ the current is cut
off and the cell connected to a measuring instrument, a current will fl.ow in
the opposite direction to that applied
to charge the cell and the plates tend
to resume their original colour.
In the commercial accumulator the
plates are built up of a large number
of thin strips giving a considerably
larger area in contact with the acid
( called electrolyte) than fl.at sheets
of apparently the same size.

The voltage of each cell, irrespective of its size is two volts. For radio
work these . cells are usually sold in
banks of three connected in series giving six volts, and are then called six
V accumulators. During charge, the
voltage of each cell will rise to approximately 2.5 to 2.7 volts, and on
cutting off the charging current, this
voltage gradually falls to two volts,
where it will remain steady until the
cell is nearly discharged and the volt~
age again begins to fall. It is important to see that the voltage is not allowed to fall below 1.8 volts, otherThe
wise the cell will be damaged.
internal resistance of an accumulator
is very low, therefore accidental short
circuits, even only momentary, should
be carefully avoided, as the very
heavy current which will fl.ow on
short c1rcuit will damage the plates
of your cell. To avoid this, when

disconnecting the accumulator from
your receiver, always disconnect the
wires at the accumulator terminals. If
you undo the wires at the receiver
terminals the two· ends are liable to
flick together when you move the
accumulator and cause a short circuit.
Perhaps the most important phase
in the life of an accumulator is its
initial charge and unless the makers '
instructions, usually printed on each
accum~lator, are carried out to the
letter, you must expect trouble before
long.
Now, let us turn for a moment to
the action of an accumulator. We
will endeavour to explain as briefly
and simply as possible what happens.
When a cell is put in discharge,
that is, when current is taken from
it, as when it is being used to heat
the filament of your valves, the current is produced by the acid of the
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"AJAX" Initialled Binding tPosts
Bakelite tops clearly engraved and well finished.
Eight on a card, consisting of-

=

+
"A" Battery +

"B'' Battery 1 "A" Battery 2 Telephones

=

"B'' Battery

J

Ground

J

Antenna

OBTAINABLE AT ALL DEALERS.

=
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PACIFIC ELECTRIC Co. Ltd.
(WHOLESALE ONLY)

87 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.
85891

K•tion "Radio" whea comnunicatlllg witll Advert-isen1.
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Result of .j]
16 Years'
Experience

BRITISH
MADE.

Brandes Headphones combine accuracy, utility and comfort. Rough usage in no
way detracts from their super-sensitiveness, and the easy comfort of thP t eatherweight headband means that they can be worn in comfort for hours . The "Matched
Tone" feature ensures the same degree of tone in each earpiece, and provides
unequalled clarity. Ask your usual· dealer for Brandes.

S o le Australasian Distributors:

PRICE

35(-

Collins Street,
MELBOURNE.

97 Clarence Street,
SYDNEY.

cMatched Tone
TRADE

MARK

Radio Headphones
Mention "Radio" when corr.municating with Advertisers.
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electrolyte combining with the active
material in the plates of the cell. As
the discharge progresses, the electrolyte becomes weaker by the amount
of acid used up and water chemically
When the cell is put on
formed.
charge, current must flow through it
in the opposite direction to the discharge and the reverse chemical action takes place when the acid will
gradually increase in strength. The
object of charging is to drive from
the plates the acid absorbed during
discharge. Always keep the level of
the electrolyte from half to threequarters of an inch above the plates
by the addition of ' distilled water
from time to time. Do not add acid
1;nless some of the electrolyte has been
spilled. The water in the electrulyte
evaporates; the acid does not, iio add
water only.
When charging your accumulator,
make sure you connect the positive
terminal of the charging mains
to the positive terminal of the
accumulator, and negative to negative.
An easy test for ascertaining the polarity of th~ mains is
to dip the ends, keeping them apart,

of course, in a cup of water to which
has been added a little salt, when
you will find that from one of the
wires bubbles will rise to the surface.
'l'hese are of hydrogen gas and this
is the negative pole and the other, of
course, will be the positive. The positive terminal of all accumulators is
marked either with a cross or painted
red.
Accumula.tors are subject to one or
two little ailments which are · quite
easy to prevent but often very hard
to cure. The most frequent ailment
met with is sulphating. This can be
detected by the appearance of a
mouldy growth on the plates, white
on the negative and reddish on the
positive.
'l'his is caused by:1. Allowing the cells to discharge
below 1.8 volts.
2. Allowing the cells to stand idle
too long.
3. Charging and discharging at too
heavy a rate.
If caught in time, this can be cured
by long charging at a very low rate,
say ½ or ¾ the normal charging rate
or in bad cases, the plates should be

February 18, 1925.
removed and scraped.
Another ailment is known as buckling-that is, the plates become
buckled or bent. This may be caused
as a result of sulphating or charging
at a rate heavier than that specified
by the maker.
Buckling generally
causes short circuiting between plates,
as where the. plates bend particles become detached and cause a small
bridge across to the opposite plate. .
Finally, like any other piece of apparatus, to give good results, your accumulators must be kept clean. Apply
a little vaseline to the terminals occasionally.

LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION
OF 2FC
MR. L . H. JONES, who lately signed
off the R.M.S. Tahiti as Senior
Wireless Officer, reports excellent reception of 2FC when his vessel was
within 200 miles of San Francisco. A
few days later, when the ship was
about 800 miles south of 'Frisco,
2FC 's signals jammed Press messages
transmitted on the same wave-length
from VAE, a station a few . miles
North of Vancouver.

Columbia "A", "B" and "C"
Radio Batteries

The most satisfying and profitable
Radio Batteries you can sell
Advertised all over the world.
COLUMBIA Radio Batteries ·are the result of constant study and experimenting in the largest laboratory of its kind in the world. They have been
accepted everywhere as absolutely the best radio batteries made and they will
give far more satisfactory results than any others. They will sell quickly
and yield a good profit.
. . COI.;UMBIA Dry Cell Radio "A" Batteries are made especially for dry cell
f vacuum tubes and will greatly outlast arty other type of ignition battery for
t}lis purpose.
·· COLUMBIA Storage "A" Batteries for vacuum tubes of one-half amoere
or over have many characteristics which make them ideal for such use. They
are shipped dry and charged as sold, thus always assuring a new, fresh and
powerful battery.
.
COLUMBIA "B" Batteries are made in 22½ and 45-volt sizes. They are
powerful and long lasting-. Thoroughly insulated and waterproofed and :furnished with Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors.
COLUMBIA "Three" Batteries are suitable for use as an "A,"
" B" or "C" Battery. They are made of extra large sized cells and
last unusually long time.

Write for an illustrated, descriptive circular.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S. A.
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TO COUNTRY, INTERSTATE AND NEW ZEALAND READERS:

Free Gift Books !
ONLY A FEW MORE DAYS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!
As a result of the phenomenal number of readers who availed themselves of the special Xmas
subscription .offer published in "RADIO" No. 46, we find the short time allowed did not give our
interstate and other distant readers a chance to avail themselves of this splendid offer.
We therefore have pleasure in repeating this offer for the benefit of Country, Interstate and New
Zealand readers only.
The conditions are that such subscription must be received before February 28, and that the offer
is limited to the first one hundred subscribers in each section.

1. Bound Volume, SEA, LAND & AIR, Vols. 2 or 3.
Ordinary Price 17/6
2. YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY, 1913-1919 editions (many containing full-size WireOrdinary Price 15/less Map of the World).
3. HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS, by Hawkhead & Dowsett (1st Edn.)
Ordinary: Price . 7 / 6
,
To ensure receiving the book you like best remit 10/ - subscription NOW.
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F~ IN THIS FORM.
To "RADIO,"
97 Clarem;e Street,
SYDNEY, N.S.W.
Dear Sir,1 enclose herewith 10/- (ten shillings) for twelve months' subscription (twenty-six
issues) to RADIO, commencing from the next number; also please send me book No. (Number of book required.)
Please forward each issue of RADIO toFull name ................................. ·.. ·..
Address ...................................... .
(Special)
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I
G, W. S, (Preston). Q.: Using the fiveplification? A. : U nless you particularly
E. C. (Mosman). Q.: Using the " Longvalve receiver _(Radio No. 47), would not
desire selectivity, .use .the Pl with two
Distance -Receiver" · (Radio No. 45), can
stages of audio. Q.: Would either of these
condensers of different capacity be used in
two stages of tuned anode with_ the long
place of th<"l .02 and 1 mfd. specified. A.:
receivers be satisfactory for receiving-Ausleads, a s shown in the diagram, produce
Through an error, C3 is specified as a
a very unstable circuit with a strong ·tralian and N.Z. broadcasting · stations on
'phones, u:sing ·,single-wire aerial .100'.l't.
lmfd. Q. : W hat size coils are required
tendency to "howl" ? A.: Howling in tuned
for receiv ing 2FC a nd 2BL, Using aerial
anode circuits is -due ·t o_ tbe ba<). lay-out . .long and 30ft. _hi_gh? A. : Ye$; you will,
howeve_r, . require larger size coils in ad70ft. . long with .lead-in · of 25ft.? A.: See
of the components, cau sing stray fields
dition to those m entioned in t h e article
article. Your aeria l will m ake very little
between the leads. In this receiver the
difference wh'en using an aerial tuning
reaction coil is s how n coupled to : the first .. · for receiving 2FC, 3LO, and 6WF.·
condenser and a series-parallel switch, as
tuned anode coil, reducing t h e -tenden cy·
shown. Q.: Should series-parallel switch
of the circuit to oscillate. The · reaction
b e in series or parallel? A. : In series for
coil may be coupled to the aerial coil, if
· short wavelengths, say, below ·600 metres,
desired.
The detector leads -should . be
READERS,
PLEASE,
_
NOTEf
and in parallel for long wavelen gths. Q. :
as s hort as possible. · Q.: Has the · circuit
Are the unmarked terminals on B battery
been tested with satisfaction? A.: Yes;
QUERY letters which are accom•
(slcetch submitted) for varying the positive
this receiver h as been thoroughly tested
voltage? A.: · Yes; the n egative lead is
· panied by our coupon and co·m ply .
out and, in practice, gives excellent reconn ected perman ently to the negative terwrth the following directions will
sults. You should experience no ·tro~ble
mina l, the positive v oltage only being
receive first preference.
when using high-grade apparatus tl-Jrough-·
variable. The termin a ls not marked are inout.
MAKE your letter as brief as pos·
termediate positive voltages, such as 6, 15, 24,
· · · sible and write your questions
A, K. K, (Corfield). Q .': Give circuit ·ol'
-- and so 'on, as w ith the marked t erminals,
on
one
side
of
the
paper,
one
a 3 or 4-valve receiver capa ble of receiv ing
the twq sets of terminals givin g a 3-volt
underneath t_lie , other.
All · let"·
Sydney and Melbourne . broadcasting stac
variation.
ters must be signed in fuU, together
t ions, using UV199 va.lv.es. A.: .Use the 3-.
with the address of the •sender. For
valve receiver described in Radio - No. 44.
publication, the writer's initials w ill
G . T. (Tunbridge) . Q.: Advise t he corA further stage of audio a mplification can
be used or a rlom-de-plur'ne, if ' derect H.T. battery conn ections, using the
be added, if necess,iry. -some excellent
sired, but ' on no account will any
hook-ups are given in Tlie .Amateur's. Book
P l (Radio No: 37) . A.: See Radi o No. 40.
consideration_ b_e ' given to arionyof Wireless Circuits, .:by Haynes. '
·
Through a n error, no conn ection is shown
mous commun ications.
between the A and B batteries, which
E. R. W . (Pymble) .. -Q.: "can fila ment
should be between the negativ e G>f the
JF requested, answers will be forcontrol jacks be used with the Pl circ uit
B and the posit ive of the A. If only one
warded by post, providing the letwith two stages of audfo amplification, ·
stage of audio a mplification is required,
ter of enquiry contains a stamped,
connect the 'phones in place of the primary
described in Radio No. 40? A.: Ye~; conaddres.
s
ed
er1velope.
and
the
coupon
.
of the second· a udio transformer.
Q.:
nections for p lug--!n jacks ' are s hown in ·
to
be
found
elsewhere
in
this
issue.
Would a "Brun et" L .F. Tra nsformer be·
. the circuit of a 5-valve receiYPr (Page
669, Radio No. 47). A special jack, w it h
suitable for this circuit ? A .: We do not
JT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT IT
know. Providing the r atio is not higher
additiona l contacts, is obtainable for breakIS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO
than 5 to 1, it should be satisfactory·.
ing t h e filament circuit. Q .: Is this cirANSWER QUESTIONS REGARDQ : Is a P hillips Bll Valve suitable as
cuit suitable for long-distance reception,
ING THE APPROXIMATE RANGE'.
amplifier with a UV199 as a detector? A.:
such as KGO, using good aerial and earth?
OF EXPERIMENTERS' SETS.
Yes; providing t h e correct filament and
A.: Use the 3-valve r eceiver described in
pla:te voltages are used. Q.: Would _it be
Radio No. 44.
advisable to u se a 4-volt battery with a.
H - volt valve? A.: No. Q . : Using a small
"Static" (Trundle ) . Q . : Using a UV201A
prima r y coil a~1d a 50-turn reaction coil,
valve, what should be the resistance of
V. H . (Dulwich Hill). Q.: Adding two
w h at is cause of difficulty in getting valve
the rheostat? A. : 6 ohms. Q.: Will a
stages of a udio a mplification to the " Longto oscillate? A.: You omitted to mention
Jefferson Star Transformer· be suitable for
Distance Receiver'' .(Radio No. 45), will it
the size of your aerial, which is probably
adding a stage of audio amplification to
be necessary to include a potentiometer?
la rge.
Use a series-parallel switch for
the Pl circuit described in Radio No. 37?
A. : Yes; this will m ake the circuit more
A . : Yes. Q.: What should be the ratio
stable. Connections are shown in the 5- · the aerial tuning condenser, which should
of the transformer? A.: 4½ or 5 to 1.
valve receiver (Radio No. 47). Q . : Would ·be in series for short waves and l)aralle!
for long. For connection s, see previous
Q.: Would aerial 40ft. h igh free end a nd
a UV199 valve be suitable as a R.F. a missues. Q . : Should a fixed condenser be
25ft. high lead-in end, sin g le-wire, 125ft.
plifier? If so, what would be the most
placed across the 'phones when using the
long, be suitable for t his receiver? A. :
suitable plate voltage? A .: Yes; between
a udio frequency a m plifier? A.:
Yes;
Yes; providing you do not want to re-_ 60 and 80 volts. The correct voltage w ill
usually a .001 mfd. Q.: Can a n y additions
ceive on very short wavelengths.
have to be found' by e xperimen t.
Q.:
or a lterations be m ade, with advantage
Would this 4-valve receiver be reasonably
G. T. G . (Carlton, Vic.). Q.: Would the
s imple to operate? A. : Yes. Use p lug-in · to the 2-valve set referred to? A.: l)sing
3-valve r eceiver (Radio No. 46) be better
jacks on .the detector and fi'rst a u dio valves
(Continu ed on page 806.)
than the P l with t wo stages of A.F. am- to facilitate adjustments.
0
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~IOVEME'NTS

HUGHES & CO.

WIRELESS

CIVIL and NAVAL TAILORS

JANUARY.

Our civil Suits are perfection In ITY·L E
FIT,
DtJ'llillLITT
and
P:I.IOJ:,
T.6.ILOll-KADE on tile proml1e1 uder
our own aupervl1ion.
OUll NAVAL tJ'NIFOJlKI and GOlJJ
LACE work ,p..,k for themseiTN.
OAPIS, L.6.OJC, BADGES, tJ'!IIFOllK
BUTTONS always In 1tock.
ONE Quality enly - THE :aEST.

OF
MARINE

To Advertisers!

OFFJCERS

FOR

SPEED

AND

QUALITY GET
YOUR

BLOCKS

MADE AT

BEN JORDAN
LTD.
Macdonell House,
PITT STREET, SYDNEY.
'Phone: City 4030.

MODERN

PRINTING
KEEPING in touch with all
that is new and good in
type faces and modern printing
machinery makes us think
we can satisfy your
printing wants.
We wish to announce · that we
can furnish everything it is
possible to print aild bind . . Our
charges, quality considered, .a re
surprisingly low. We turn out
· work: as quickly .as you want it.

NORTH SYDNEY PRINTING CO.
195 ALFRED STREET,
NORTH SYDNEY.
Tel,: Nortlo 3178.

MR. ·J . R.
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Gilligan signed on s.s. Chronos
at Newcastle, 15th.
Mr. G. Pow signed off s.s. Karoo,Ta at
Melbourne, 8th.
Messrs. 'vV. J. Croft and J. E . Hutchinson signed off s .s. Barambah as 3rd
Operators at Melbourne, 10th.
Mr. W. C. Brown signed on s.s. Kaituna
at Wellington, 7th.
Mr. N. Olsen signed off s.s. Hobsons Bay
as 2nd Operator at Sydney, 16th.
Messrs. W. J . Peen and A . L . Eichstadt
signed off s.s. Taiyuan as 2nd and 3rd
Operators at Sydney, 15th, and signed on
s.s. Hobsons Bay in the same capacity at
Sydney, 16th.
Mr. T. 0. Sexton signed off s.s. Enoggera
at Sydney, 16th.
Mr. W. J. Martin signed off s.s. Hobson s
Bay as Senior Operator at Sydney, 17th.
Mr. A. Stuart signed on s.s. Hobsons
·Bay as Senior Operator at Sydn ey, 17th.
Mr. \V. C. Lucas signed off s.s. PooUa
a t Sy dney , 19th.
Mr. \V. H. Jowett relieved Mr. A. C.
Hickey on s.s. · I r on Knob at Melbourne,
16th.
Mr. G. J. Flynn s igned off s .s. Dilkera
at Sydney, 20th.
. Mr . .F. T. N eal sign ed off s.s. Iron A.oe
at S-ydney, 20th.
Mr. P. C. Gillon r elieved Mr. V . B. Rippingale on s.s. Barw on at Sydney, 21st .
Mr. B. Bone signed off s.s. Canberra at
Brisbane; 17th . .
Mr. A. H. Jerem y s igned off s.s. Cooma
a t 'Brisbane, 17th.
Mr. C .. E. Robison signed off s.s. B omba la
at Brisba n e, 17th.
Mr. H . J. Byrne signed off s.s. Urilla
at Brisbane, 17.th.
Mr. M. ]?. Ryle signed on 8.s. Kang aroo
as 3rd Operator at F rema ntle, 10th.
Mt. T. A . . Jones signed off s.s. Knto om.bo
at · Sydney, 22nd.
M1:. d. Pow signed on s.s. Canberra, at
Brisbane, 27th.
·Mr . J ·. C. Cleary signed on s .s, Ooc-1rv1.
a t Brisbane, 2.7th.
Mr. D. N. Q uinn signed on s .s. Bombala
at · Brisbane, 27th.
· Mr .. M: A. Macgoun signed on s.s. Urilla
at Brisbane, 27th.
Mr. J. H . Bennett ·signed off s .s. Marama
at Wellington, 20th , · a nd signed on s.s.
Tahiti as Senior Operator at Wellington,
same date.
· Mr. · L. H. Jones signed off s .s. Tahiti
as Senior .Operator at Wellington, 20th,
and signed on s.s. Marama at Wellington,
sam11 date.

BIGH-OL.UI!

70-72 Erskine Street, SYDNEY
'PHOU: City 77,

'l'elephone: 1180 Oit;r.

FOR SERVICE

GREEN &. NORTON
(Formerly the Rapid Freight Despatch Co.)

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING &
FORWARDING AGENTS,
Broughton House,
49A King St., SYDNEY.

. RECEIVER CABINETS ·
FOR SALE.
High-grade Cabinets, finished in dull gold
lacquer, with pebbled surface.
Size, 12 x 81,
Compartments in base for batteries.
Price, £ 1/12/ 6 F.O.R: Sydney.

AlVIALGAMATED WIRELESS
( A USTRALA.SIA) LIMITED,
2fil Kent Street,
SYDNEY.
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'two stages of audio instead of one will
amply repay you by the increased strength
of signals. Using the series-parallel switch
·will also be an advantage.
P. J. H. (Busselton) . Q.: Using 4-valve
receiver (circuit submitted), why has reaction coil to be placed at right-angles to
receive 6WF, using primary, 100 turns;
secondary, 150 turns; and reaction, 200
turns? A.: You are using far too large
a coil for the reaction. Try one of 100
turns, with 150 and 200 for the primary
and secondary respectively.

W. J. H. L. (Five Dock). Q.: When connecting up honeycomb coils to a 3-coil
mounting, should the current flow in the
same direction in each coil? A. : Only
in the case of the reaction coil, if signals
are reduced in strength when this is closely
coupled to the secondary reverse the
leads.
"Souta" (Sydney). Q.: In what issue of
'Rwl,io was the list of N.S.W. Amateur

Transmitting Licenses issued? A.: No. 40.
R. W. D. (Tighe's Hill). Q.: Advise If
valve-crystal reflex circuit (submitted) is
satisfactory. A.: Use, preferably, circuit
as per fig. 4, page 315, Radio No. 39, em
ploying three coils, which should be for
. 2BL, prim:ary, &O; secondary, 75; ; and
reaction, 50. For 2FC, 150, 200, and 100
respectively. Q.: Supply circuit used by
Mr. Lawrence Deane mentioned in Radio
No. 48. A.: We have no particulars, other
than those mentioned.
His address is
Havilah Road, Lindfield. Q.: Would Ormond variable condensers be suitable for
circuit referred to? A.: Yes.
0

H. W. S. (Conroy). Q.: Please supply
circuit of the Pl, employing 1 stage radio,
detector, and 2 stages of A.F. amplification, using jacks for receiving from 2
to 4 valves. A.: Use the 3-valve receiver
ia Radio No. 44, with an additional stage
of audio. Connections for jacks are shown
in circuit of the 5-valve receiver published
in Radio No. 47.
Q.: Using an aerial
with a natural wavelength of 200 metres,
is it possible to receive below this wavelength using Spiderweb coils'! A.: Yes;
use a .001 mf. variable condenser in series.
V. W. (New Farm). Q.: Using primary
and secondary honeycomb coils, each
wound with 70ft. No. 16 d.c.c. wire, what
is cause of interference from amateur stations transmitting on 250 metres when
receiving on 600 metres? A.: The diameter
of your coils is too large; the size of wire
.i~ also too large.. See "Honeycomb Coils"
: (Radio No. 43). In addition to your secondary condenser you will find an aerial
tuning condenser of great advantage and
give you greater selectivity. Q.: What is
cause of dull click in headphones and
loud-speaker when adjusting condenser,
causing signals to be distorted? A.: Due
to the valve oscillating. It will be difficult to eliminate with the broad tuning you
are using. Q.: When filling an accumu lator with fresh aci.d, should it be fully

charged, or discharged before the old electrolyte is emptied out? A. : Unless the
electrolyte has fallen below the minimum
specific gravity, there is no need for this
to be replaced with fresh acid. S•hould
this be necessary, electrolyte or acid should
only be added under expert advice. Unless
you have a hydrometer, take the accumulator to a battery service station.
B. A. B. (Zeehan). Q. : Using the "ThreeValve Receiver" (Radio No. 44), what is
cause of difficulty in receiving Sydney and
Melbourne broadcasting stations? A. : In
view of the excellent reports received from
many readers operating this receiver, we
can only suggflst you are using wro:og
size coils. Correct size of coils for the
var:.ous wavelengths are given in the
article referred to. Check up connection
with the circuit shown. You will probably get better results using the Pl with
two stages of audio (Radio No. 40). You
will require for this two transformers;
your Signal 5-1 will be suitable for the
first stage and the Jefferson Star for
the secor,d stage. Q.: Can noise from engine exhaust 200 yards away, also induction from supply mains, be eliminated?
A.: Cannot assist you to eliminate interference from engine exhaust. Methods for
overcoming induction have been given in
these columns in previous issues.
Q.:
Is there any difference between an A.F.
transformer and an inter-valve L.F. transformer? A . : No.
C. R . M. (Haberfield). Q.: Using circuits as per Figs. 4 and 5, page 286 (Radio
No. 38), are honeycomb coils coupled together? A.: Yes; preferably in a 2-coil
mounting. Q.: 'Nould connecting the Pl
receiver to the 'phone terminals of a 2valve A.F. amplifier give the same results as the Pl and two stages of audio
amplification? A.: No; you cannot employ audio amplification before detection,
except in the case of Reflex receivers.

J. F. O. (Leichhardt). Q.: Using a singlecoil crystal receiver (diagram submitted),
how can interference from other stations
be eliminated when receiving 2BL and
2FC? A.: Use a coupled aerial circuit,
such as Nos. 4 and 5, page 286, Radio No.
38. Q . : Could circuit of "Low-Loss Tuner"
(Radio No. 46) be used in conjunction with
a Crystal set? A.: No; suggest one of the
crystal-valve circuits (Radio No. 39). Cannot understand your trouble with "current leakage" on panel when you are only
using a Crystal.
Do you mean "body
capacity" effects?
E. A. (Paddington). Q. : Using 3-valve
receiver (circuit submitted), what is cause
of difficulty in receiving 2BL and amateur
stations? A.: You have the secondaries
of your transformers in series.
These
should be connected to the negative side
of the filaments of the second and third
valves respectively.
Use the .001 condenser in series with the aerial for receiving on short wavelengths.
Suggest
you convert this to the Pl with two stages
of audio amplification, as in Radio No.
40. Use coils for the various wavelengths
shown in the table.
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J. G. (NaremburnJ. Q . : What is the dif ference between a radio and audio frequency transformer, and what work does
each perform in a receiver? A.: Amplification at radio or high-frequency is used
for the purpose of increasing the receiv ing range. At short range, or when re ceiving from a powerful transmitting station, very little is gained by H.F. ampli~
fication, but when signals are weak, theri
suitable H.F. amplifi;oation circuits are
required. The tuned anode method, described in previous issues, is the most
popular and consists of a coil bridged with
a tuning condenser. This is particularly
applicable to wavelengths between about
200 and 1500 metres. In the tuned transformer method, the primary and secondary
windings are tightly coupled and simultaneously tuned with a variable condenser.
The most convenient type is that in which
a valve socket mounting is used, with
suitable pins, on the transformer. Amplification at audio or low-frequency is
usually adopted when it is desired to
operate a loud-speaker. L .F. amplification
merely increases the strength of signals
picked up by the detector, which may be
either valve or crystal. Q.: Could either,
or both, be used to advantage with circuit submitted? A.: Use a valve in conjunction with your crystal set. See "Crystal-Valve Circuits" (Radio No. 39), or
use the 1-valve amplifier (Radio No. 37).
I

E. B. (Ashfield). Q.: Using the "ThreeValve Receiver" (Radio No. 40), with a
UV199 as detector and UV201A's as amplifiers, will a separate filament and H.T.
battery be necessary for the detector
valve? A.: Yes; the UV199 being a "dull
emitter," you will require 3 dry cells for
the filament battery with a 30-ohm rheostat, the same high-tension battery, pre ferably with variable connections, may be
used for the three valves. Q.: Are these
valves a good combination, or would it
be advisable to use a different valve as
detector? A.: Use a UV200 as a detector,
or all UV201A's, for which you will require one filament battery only. Q.: Would
a Freshman grid-leak and condenser combined be suitable using this circuit? A.:
Recommend the .0003 fixed bi-pass condenser specified. Q.: Could two 3~-1 transformers be used? A.: Use those specified,
i.e., first stage 4-1, second stage 3-1.
W. J. (Longueville). Q.: Using the "LowLoss Tuner" (Radio No. 46), how many
turns are required on the secondary coil?
A.: 18. Q.: Using this receiver, how many
turns should the primary, secondary, nni'I
tickler require to tune on about 40 metres?
A.: Approximately 2 to 4 turns on the
primary; secondary, 5 turns; and tickler,
4 turns.
J. C. M. (Gretna). Q.: Advise where to
obtain a good 350-volt D.C. generator for
supplying the necessary plate voltage of
a valve transmitter. A.: Apply either to
Amalgamated Wireless (A/sia), Ltd., or
the Australian General Electric Co ., or
place an advertisement in this paper. Q.:

(Continued on page 808.)
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How long should a filament battery of
three dry cells last? A. : This depends
Is it possible to wind an ordinary car
upon the periods over which the cells
dynamo to deliver 350 volts, and what
are used; 200 hours would be a fair avewould be the approximate cost? A.: Yes;
rage. Q.: What is the average life of a
but is not satisfactory, owing to the invalve? A. : With care, a valve should
sulation between the commutator seglast 2000 hours. We have known instances
~ents not being sufficiently high for the
where valves have been worked constantly
required voltage.
for over 12 months; these cases, however,
are exceptional. Q.: Should the circuit
referred to, using a loose coupler, be capJ. K. (South Singleton). See Rad,fo No.
able of receiving local amateur stations?
22, page 544, fig. 2. A variometer may
A.: Yes, providing you use a .001 variable
be used in place of the anode coll and
condenser in series with your aerial. You
condenser. We do not understand your
will get better results using spiderweb
second query. The cause of your peculiar
coils. Q.: Would a Bradley-leak be satexperience is appanmtly due to the 'phone
isfactory, and what should be the value
leads being connected directly in the plate
of the grid condenser? A.: Yes; .0003
circuit, and the trouble should disappear
mf. Q.: Would a 42-volt B battery be
if a telephone transformer is used. The
suitable for the valves referred to? A. :
circuit may be on the verge of oscillation.
Try less reaction. We are not clear what ·. Yes. Q. : Would a .00025 · variable conyou mean by using a _h oneycomb coll to
denser be an advantage across the reaction
convey the voice with full volume. · Give
coil? A . : Yes, particularly if you are
troubled with Interference.
us more details. Receiving at a distance
of 500 miles with a frame aerial and
crystal detector is excellent work. The
H. A. L. (Pomona). You omitted to give
circuit you refer to is commonly used and
sizes of the primary ·and reaction coils,
gives excellent results.
Yes, "Vis" still
which are evidently too large to enable
sends press at 10.30 p.m.
you to receive on the lower wavelengths.
According to your diagram, no grid-leak
B. V. T. (Wahroonga) . Q.: How many
is used, and judging by your report, the
turns are required on the secondary coil · Expanse "B" appears to be very critical
of the "Low-Loss Tuner" (Radio No. 46)?
to adjust. You will probably find an imA.: See answer to W . J . Q.: Using this
provement replacing this with a UV200.
receiver, is it necessary to cut the conIt is not usual to use a secondary condenser plates as shown? A.: No. Use
denser of .001 mf.; this should be .0005
a small, variable, square-low condenser
mf. variable. Shunting the H .T. battery
with vernier of about .0003 mf. Q.: What
with a .02 mf. condenser will assist you
effect would cutting the condenser plates
in overcoming your trouble.
have on the wavelengths? A.: This will
reduce the wavelength with a given coil
J. B. (Clovelly). Q.: Using Crystal reapproximately 15 per cent. Q. : Would an
ceiver (circuit submitted), would it be ad"Ormond" condenser be suitable for lowvisable to use a .001 variable condenser
loss work? A. : Yes.
across the secondary coil? A. : No; for
fine tuning use a .0005 mi'. varia ble, a nd
R. M., Jnr. (Oatley). Q.: Using the Pi
your .001 with vernier in the aerial circircuit, would a UV199, .DE3 or DV3, valve
cuit with a series-parallel switch. Q.:
Using this circuit, could signals be ambe suitable? A.: Either the UV199 or
DE3; both require three volts on the filaplified? A. : Yes; use the One-Valve Amplifier (Radio No. 37). Q.: Which would
ment and twenty to eighty on the plate. Q.:

you advise, dry cell or accumulat or valvas?
A.: Either will be satisfactory, preferably
standard English or America n. Q.: I n
circuit No. 4, page 286, Radi o No. 38, you
show two .0005 condensers . Is this correct? · A.: A .001 may b e used across the
primary coil instead of the .0005 sJ-,nwn.

SHORT WAVE TRANSMISSIONS.
NKF-U.S. Naval Radio Research
Laboratory, ''Bellevue,'' Anaeostia, D.C.:54.3 metres : Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, 8.0 to 8.10 and 9.0 to
9.10 p.m., E.S.T.
72 to 82 metres : Mondays, W ednesdays and Fridays, 8.30 to 8.40 and
9.30 to 9.40 p.m., E .S.T. Exact wavelength will be announced during each
test.
54.3 and 32 metres : Simultaneous
transmission, daily except Sundays,
beginning at 10.0 p .m., E.S.T., working traffic with NPL.
lXAM- J. L. Reinartz, 371 Hart. ford Road, South Manchester, Conn. :
25 metres: Daily from 6.0 to 7.0
p.m., E.S.T.
55 metres: Daily from 7.0 to 8.0
p .m., E.S.T. Both transmissions by
Aerni-automatic transmitter.
Observation reports to be sent to
the above addresses or " QST" or
A.R.R.L. h eadquarters.
Reports should cover date, honr
and minute, wave-lemrth, audibility,
steadiness, QRM, QRN. QSS and weather. Please make the reports as
romplete as possible.
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With the Super-Amplifier Valve,

,\ Radiotron UV-201-A.
UV-201-A is a high vacuum tube which, while
suitable for a detector, is intended primarily to be
used as an amplifier of either radio or audio fre,
quencies. It contains a New Tungsten Filament, the
characteristics of which are Long Life, Low Power
Consumption and Low Operating Temperature.
FEATURES:
The electron emission from the filament of this new tube
averages about five times .that of the ordinary amplifying
tube, and it therefore gives improved loud-speaker operation.
(2) ... The filament energy consumed is only one quarter of an
ampere, and in- the case of a single tube set, the necessary
current may be drawn from four standard dry cells connect.e d
in series.
' 1
(3) It has a very high vacuum. This ensures uniform characteristics and quiet operation.
·
(4) As a detector or amplifier ..it is exceptionally independent
of filament adjustment. Critical values of grid leak and
condenser are not required.

(1)

. CHARACTERISTICS: . Filament potential, 5 volts.
·

Filament current, 0.25 amperes.

Plate potential, 20-100 volts.

PRICE: £1/10/..
97 Clarence St.,
... SYDNEY.

Kentlon "Jil.adto~ when commnnlcatlns wltJa advertlRt

Collins House,
MELBOU RNE.
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IV.

Thete is no . better junior loud speaker made than
the Sterling "Baby"
or one so popular.
,_
Ama:,,ing voluJlle· tor ·its size - pure in tone - the
Sterling "'Baby." · sets a standard never bettered, never
even equ~lled. ~ true Sterling product.
Perfectly made and finished, the " Baby " is a source
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of endless entertainment -

no distortion -

no trouble.

Make any test or comparison you like. The Sterling
"Baby" will be your choice-on its merits and its price.
Supplied in black enamel or brown tinted finish
(2,000 ohms resistance).

STERLING
"BABY"
· ·
- ·Loud Speaker
• Send for Sterling pubf:cation No. 390 B.

ri

i

'

~~'!fe!·

Full particulars of this p!~larT1!o:d
together with information
relating to the~whole range of Sterling radio apparatus - including Lightweight
Headphones," Dinkie," "Audivox" and" Primax" Loud Speakers, and Crystal
and Valve Receiving Sets - will be sent on request. ,

.

ii
:

.i....................................................................................................... .................................................l.

• c,?Jyt, of
STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
tAfanufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.
210-2121 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W. l, England.

,

St,rling Agents for Australia ::znd New Zealand:THE LAWRENCE & HANSON ELECTRIC CO., LTD. ,
Head Office: 33, York Street, Wynyard Square, Syd11ey.
Branches , BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA; &WELLINGTON, N .Z .
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